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I. INTRODUCTION

i. Brief Statement of the Problem. The object of this research is to

design and develop instruments for measuring the conductivity of electro-

lytes without the use of electrodes, using a basic scheme which is described

elsewhere in this report. The problem is to develop an instrument in which

the deflection of a meter will be directly proportional to the conductivity

of the electrolyte being measured, and to develop another instrument

functioning on a null principle, in which the conductivity is directly or

inversely proportional to an impedance which is adjusted until the circuit

is in a null condition. The problem is of importance because when electrodes

are eliminated polarization error is absent, as well as error due to mineral

deposits,which could become serious in industrial chemical processwhere the

measuring cell might be immersed in the electrolyte for long periods. A

direct-reading conductivity meter viould find wide applicability in processes

where rapid or continuous measurements of conductivity would be required.

Furthermore, an electrodeless method for measuring conductivity is useful

in the study of molten metals, Finally, the problem is also of interest

because it involves a novel approach to conductivity measurements.

ii. History of the Problem u] to the Present. The chief factor which

makes electrolytic conductivity measurements different from metallic con-

ductivity measurements is the polarization phenomenon which generally takes

place at the surface of electrodes immersed in an electrolyte, when they

are connected to a source of emf. Polarization is the building up of a

counter emf at this surface when a steady external emf is applied to the

electrodes. It occurs in all cases except those in which the nature of the
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electrodes is unchanged by deposition. Specifically, when pure copper

electrodes are used in a copper sulphate solution, there is no polarization.

In general, if the electrodes are originally in an unpolarized condition,

and an emf is suddenly applied to them, the current that flows initially is

determined only by the conductivity of the liquid and the applied emf, but

as time passes the counter emf builds up and the current drops to a value

which depends also on the electrolyte and on the electrode material.

In other respects, electrolytic conductivity measurements are very

much like metallic conductivity measurements. Electrolytes obey Ohm's law

(polarization notwithstanding, since polarization is a surface, rather than

a volumetric, phenomenon), except at very high field strengths which are

thousands of times greater than those encountered in ordinary types of con-

ductivity-measuring apparatus.6,ll Furthermore, the conductivity of

electrolytes is independent of frequency up to about 106 cps. Therefore,

if the effects of polarization are taken into account, if electric field

strength is kept at a value for which Ohm's law is valid, and if the fre-

quency is kept below 106 cps, all methods of measuring conductivity should

agree within their limits of accuracy.

To reduce greatly the effects of polarization, Kohlrauschl2, one

of the first important investigators in the conductivity of electrolytes,

used an equal-arm Wheatstone bridge excited from an a-c source (an induction

coil). Alternating current was used because polarization during each half

cycle tends to cancel that which occurred during the preceding half cycle,

so that the net polarization is very low. The only polarization is that

which takes place during a half cycle, the duration of which decreases with

increasing frequency, so that polarization effects can be decreased by



increasing the frequency. In fact, it has been shownll, 1 5 that at audio

frequencies the error in conductivity due to polarization varies inversely

as the square of the frequency.

In his bridge, Kohlrausch used as the variable arm the helical

slidewire which now bears his name. In the unknown arm, he used a con-

ductivity cell consisting of a pair of platinum electrodes immersed in the

electrolyte under test. He introduced the technique of depositing platinum

black on the electrodes of the conductivity cell because this was found to

reduce further the polarization, supposedly because it increases the effec-

tive area of the electrodes, and hence decreases the thickness of the ionic

layer accumulated by a given current. He also used a variable capacitance

across the helical slidewire to balance out the reactance of the conduc-

tivity cell. Kohlrausch's apparatus was capable of a maximum accuracy in

conductivity determinations of 0.1%.

The apparatus most commonly used today is basically the same as that

used by Kohlrausch 50 years ago, and differs only in certain refinements and

in the application of modern electronic techniques. Among the earliest

improvements made over Kohlrausch's apparatus were:

a. Use of a sinusoidal generator, such as the Vreeland oscillator,

to eliminate ass-ymmetrical polarization which occurred with

assymetric wave forms supplied by the induction coil used by

Kohlrausch, and to facilitate balancing the bridge24,26.

b. Replacement of the helical slidewire by decade resistors,

thereby greatly reducing errors due to the inductance of the

slidewire24,26.
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*Cell constant C = KR where R is the resistance of the cell when filled
with a liquid of conductivity K.
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c. Use of a telephone receiver instead of a dynamometer or a

galvanometer as a null indicator, increasing the sensi-

tivity24, 2 6 .

Around 1920 and later, the vacuum tube was introduced into con-

ductivity-measuring apparatus, and made possible more efficient, reliable

variable-frequency generators and more sensitive detectors9, 11 . The in-

creased sensitivity of the vacuum-tube amplifier permitted reduction of

the power supplied to the bridge, without decreasing overall sensitivity,

thereby reducing heating of the electrolyte in the cell and the accom-

panying error.

Later investigators, notably Jonesll , Dike4, and Shedlovsky22,

increased the precision of measurements by introducing modifications of the

Wagner gTound to eliminate the effects of detector capacitance to ground.

They further reduced the reactive components of the resistance units and

developed them to the point where the a-c resistance is equal to the d-c

value within 0.01% up to frequencies of 10,000 cps.

Jones and his co-workersll , in addition to introducing the Wagner

ground modification, contributed numerous improvements and eliminated many

sources of error, bringing the conductivity bridge to its present state of

refinement.

Paralleling the improvement of the bridge circuit, numerous inves-

tigatorsl12,5,10,11,15,16,17,22,23,24,2 6 studied conductivity cells in

efforts to minimize or predict polarization errors and apparent variation

in the "cell constant*". At high conductivities, it was found that the



"cell constant" varied due to polarization; this effect was minimized by

using platinized electrodes of large area, high resistance cells (high

cell constant), and higher frequencies (1000 to 3000 cps).

However, another kind of variation in the cell constant appeared

at low conductivities and higher frequencies. The cause of this was not

discovered until Jones and Bollingerll found that it was due to a capac-

itive-resistive shunt across the electrodes of the cell, which existed

because of the type of cell design which had theretofore been used. They

established a new cell design which eliminated this error.

Conductivity-measuring equipment of the bridge type has now

reached the point where it is consistent to 0.001%, although the absolute

accuracy is 0.01%.

Many investigators have studied electrodeless methods of measuring

conductivity, which are inherently free of polarization. Electrodeless

techniques have been applied in two widely diverse fields; namely, in

studies of the resistance of molten metals (where electrodes might dissolve

in the molten metal and alter its properties) and in the study of dis-

persion (variation in the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic fields

as a function of frequency) in liquids at high frequencies (where electrodes

might introduce unknovwn boundary conditions).

In the first category, measurements have been made on a coil im-

mersed in or surrounding the medium whose conductivity is to be measured.

By observing the change in impedance of the coil when it is removed from the

vicinity of the conducting medium, the conductivity of the medium can be

determined. Grube and Speidel 8 and Schmid-Burgk, Piwowarsky, and Nipper21,

described such methods. These methods for measuring the conductivity of
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molten metals at audio frequencies are not satisfactory for low-conductivity

media such as electrolytes, except if extended to higher frequencies,

because the change in the coil impedance due to the presence of the medium

becomes so small that it cannot be distinguished from instabilities in the

coil impedance (caused, for example, by mechanical strain or temperature

variations).

Another method in this category used by Grube and Speidel 8 con-

sists in measuring the torque on a molten metal sample whose conductivity

is to be determined, in a rotating magnetic field. The torque is directly

proportional to the current in the sample, which, in turn, is directly pro-

portional to the conductivity so that the torque is directly proportional

to the conductivity.

In the second category, Burton and Pitt3 described a method in

which a test tube of the liquid under test is placed within the plate and

grid coils of an oscillator, the coils being wound close together. In-

serting the test tube within the coils alters their impedance, as well as

the coupling between them, and changes the amplitude and frequency of the

oscillations. The rectified output of the oscillator is therefore a

function of conductivity. For maximum sensitivity the oscillator is ad-

justed so that it barely oscillates. By admission of the authors, the

circuit adjustments are critical.

Powers and Dull 19 used a method in which a test tube containing the

electrolyte is inserted in the coil of a tuned circuit in the grid circuit

of an amplifier, driven by an oscillator loosely coupled to the coil. This

changes the Q and resonant frequency of the tuned circuit , and hence the

gain and output voltage of the amplifier. The output voltage is therefore
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a function of conductivity.

Zahn and Rieckhoff20,27 used a half-wavelength transmission line,

one end of which is terminated in a movable bridge (for adjustment to

resonance) and the other end in a circular loop. A thin-walled glass cell

containing the electrolyte is inserted in the loop. The Q of the trans-

mission line is a function of the conductivity of the electrolyte, due to

the energy absorbed therein. The line is loosely coupled to an oscillator

and directly to an untuned detector. The current in the line is inversely

proportional to the Q of the line, and the indication of the detector is

therefore a function of the conductivity of the electrolyte.

Grube and Speidel 8 suggested a method for measuring the properties

of electrolytes at high frequencies, in which the electrolyte is placed

between the plates of a condenserin a thin-walled glass cell. The imped-

ance of the condenser is a function of the conductivity and dielectric

constant of .the electrolyte.

The electrodeless methods just described were either methods for

measuring high-conductivity materials (metals) at audio frequencies or low-

conductivity materials (electrolytes) at high frequencies. None of these

methods is sufficiently sensitive to measure electrolytes at audio fre-

quencies. Some of them have the disadvantage that they are critical as to

the exact position, volume, and shape of the sample used. This is true of

the Burton-Pitt, Powers-Dull, and Zahn-Rieckhoff methods. Another dis-

advantage of some of the methods is the fact that the reading of the indi-

cating instrument is not inherently zero for zero conductivity, the conduct-

ivity being determined by taking small differences between two large

quantities, or what is practically the same thing, by reducing the reading
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at zero conductivity to zero by means of a bucking current.

Piccard and Frivold1 8 described a method which will measure electro-

lytic conductivity at low frequencies. This method was conceived of inde-

pendently by the writer and is the one on which he intends to base his

thesis; it was only after many hours of painstaking library research that

the writer found that this was proposed some twenty years earlier by the

abovementioned scientists. The Piccard-Frivold method was published by

virtue of the fact that the Swiss t"xchives des Sciences Physiques et

Naturelles" presented a report of the April 24, 1920 meeting of the Svwiss

Physical Society, before which Piccard and Frivold gave an account of some

exeriments carried out at the Federal Polytechnical School of Switzerland.

Because this paper bears directly on the writer's research, an unabridged

idiomatic translation froni the French is given here:

"Demonstration of Induced Currents Produced without

Electrodes in an Electrolyte"

"The following experiment has the double purpose of showing

that induced currents are produced in electrolytes exactly as in

metallic conductors, and to show that it is possible to measure the

resistance of these solutions without electrodes, hence without

polarization.

Take a toroid made of iron wire. Put on it a winding,

called the primary, of several turns of insulated copper wire

through which flows an alternating current. Place against the

toroid a second toroid supplied with a winding, called the

secondary, of a great number of turns connected in series with a

telephone receiver or a string galvanometer. If the primary



toroid is very symmetrical, the telephone receiver or the

galvanometer will not indicate any current. Now place a winding

common to the two toroids, consisting of a single turn of a

column of a liquid conductor. This circuit forms a transformer

with the first toroid, of which it acts as the secpndary

winding; with the second toroid it forms a new, transformer, of

w:,ich it acts as the primary circuit. At the moment when the

liquid column is closed, the telephone receiver or the galva-

nometer indicates the alternating current produced by double

induction in the secondary winding of the second toroid.

"Now place a copper wire so as to make one turn around

the primary toroid and one turn around the secondary toroid,

but in so doing making the second turn in the opposite direction

to the first (the wire then forms a figure 8), and put in this

circuit an adjustable non-indictive resistance. This wire produces

in the second toroid an effect opposite that of the liquid column.

The two effects are equal and cancel each other if the two circuits

have the same resistance. It i, thus easy to determine the resist-

ance of the liquid column by varying the adjustable resistor until

the sound disappears in the telephone receiver or the galvanometer

string ceases to vibrate.

"It should be noted that the experiment succeeds easily

if the liquid column has a large cross-section. This can be accom-

plished by means of an inverted U tube dipping in a receiver. The

top of the tube is equipped with a small suction tube through which

it can be filled. The best method, however, is to paraffin the

two adjacent toroids so that they can be immersed completely in

the liquid.
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"These experiments were carried out at the physics laboratory

of the Federal Polytechnical School."

The writer searched through "Science Abstracts" covering the

interval from 1920 to the present time for further articles by Piccard or

Frivold on this subject, but could find none. Likewise, a search of the

Swiss patents for a patent of this device by either Piccard or Frivold was

fruitless. It therefore appears that they either discontinued or did not

publish further work on this device. In a thorough search of "Science

Abstracts", no paper written by any other scientist on a similar device

could be found.

iii. History of rriter's Interest in Problem. In his work at the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the -writer found that if two coplanar coils are

immnnersed in a conducting medium, their mutual impedance depends on the con-

ductivity of the medium, as well as on their relative orientation, leading

him to believe that an electrodeless method for measuring conductivity of

licuids could be based on this ophenomenon, which is due to currents induced

in the medium.

In order to make the mutual inmpedance of the coils depend only on

the conductivity of the medium, it was necessary to eliminate the direct

mutual inductance between them. To do this, the writer decided to use a

toroid as the driver coil, since idealll it has no external field. To

reduce further the mutual inductance (due to leakage flux from the driver

coil) and also to eliminate the effects of stray fields from other sources,

a toroidal pickup coil was also used. lie chanically, the obvious arrange-

ment was to place the toroids together coaxially, whicn also results in

maximum sensitivity, since all the current in the elecbrolyte linking one



toroid also links the other.

II. THEORY

i. §nolte Thor jyr of the Device. The basis of the meithod to be used

in measuring conductivity is shown in Plate 1. Two toroidal coils are

placed one against the other coaxially in an insulating toroidal casing and

are immersed in the electrolyte, as shown in Plate i, which is a sectional

view of the toroids, the section being taken through their common hori-

zontal axis, in a vertical plane. A source of alternating voltage, such as

an oscillator, is conniected to one of the toroidal coils, called the driver

coil, or toroid, and a vacuum tube voltmeter is connected to the other,

called the pickup coil, or toroid.

An alternating magnetic flux is set xup in the core of the driver

toroid. We kono that around any closed path enclosding this core,

where E is the electric field intensity, da is an element of the path of

integration s, B is the alternating magnetic flux density in the core, dS

is an element of the surface 0 over which the integral of B is taken, and

n is a positive unit normal to dS.

The electrolyte is a closed path linking the driver toroid, and

since it has a non-vanishing conductivity, current will flow in it and

through the hole in the toroidal casing. Thus, the electrolyte acts as the

secondary of a transformer, of which the driver coil is the primary.

The current flow;ing in the electrolyte links the pickup toroid

core, setting up an alternating flux therein, which in turn induces a

voltage in the pickup coil. The electrolyte therefore acts as the primary

of a transformer of which the pickup coil is the secondary.

- 1 -



The integral ,SE ds is independent of the path of integration,

provided the path completely encloses the core of the driver toroid. Since

the integral around any flov:line is equal to (fZ there is a voltage

- -, J ? s'~(2)

tending to send current around any flow line. Then the arrangemients of

Plate 2(a) and Plate 2(b) are equivalent, since they have the same boundary

conditions, namely:

a. The surface of the toroid envelooe is a flow surface.

b. Its bisector plane noraal to its axis is an equipotential

surface.
V

c. The alternating flux density B in the core in Plate 2(a)

can be replaced by a generator of voltage

C7-Z~jvh Cc (3)
which is shown in Plate 2(b).

Then the current I that flows in the electrolyte is the same in both cases,

provided the insulating sheet between the surfaces A and B in Plate 2 is

of infinitesimal thickness and that surfaces A and B in Plate 2(b) are the

same surfaces as A and B in Plate 2(a). The current can be determined by

dividing I/by the resistance of the electrolyte between the surfaces A and

B in Plate 2(b).

ii. Basic Equivalent Circuit. The electrolyte can therefore be re-

placed by a loop of resistance Re = V, the resistance between A and B in
T

Plate 2(b), so that the equivalent circuit, Plate 3(a), may be drawn.

All the parameters except Re are either predeterained or are easily

calculated; thD calculation of Re, on the other hand, is in general quite

The integral• •Ev'ds vis independent of the paith of integration,

provided the path completely encloses thw core ofz the driver toroid. Since

the integral around any floviline is exual ts f t osd there in a voltsge

U- - - ,. (2)

ten~ing to send current &rou~rnJ. any flowr~ line. Then the arraingemen~t s of

Plate 2(a) and Plate 2(b) are equivalent, since they have the same boundary

conditions, namely:

a. The surface of the toroid envelope is a flow surface.

b. Its brisectior plane nornal to itcs ax~is is an eqjuipoten-tia

surface.

c. The alternating flux diensity B in ·the core in Plate 2(at)

can be replaced by a generator of voltage

I/--Zf~c v ~ hY ~c~(3)

which is shovm in Pla~te ;2(b).

'Then the curren~t I that f~lows in 5~he electrolyte is th~e samre in bo~th cases,

Sprovided the insulating shneet bet:~een the surfa~ces AI and B in Plate 2 is

of infinitesimnal thickness and thrat surfaces A and B in Pla~te 2(b) are the

same surfaces as a and B in Plate 2(a). The current can be determnined by

dividing V by the resistance: of thie electrolyte betw;een the surfaces A and

B in Plate 2(b).

ii. Ba~sic ~EquivalentI~ Circuit. The electrolyte can thlerefore be re-

placed by a loop of resistance Re V, the resistance betw~een A and B in

Plate 2(b), so that the equivalent circuit, Plate 3(a), may be drawn.

&ll the parameters except Re are~ either predetermlined or are easily

calculated; the calculaetion of Re, on the other hand, is in general qulite

Jifficult. •eans of determining Re will be discussed later. The eqttiva-

lent circuit is exact, save for the omission of leakage inductr~nce in series
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with nl2Re and capacitance in parallel with nl2Re. The effects of these

are usually negligible and will be discussed in a later section.

The detailed development of the circuit theory of the equivalent

circuit is carried out fairly completely in Appendix A. In the text, only

the more important results, and the ideas on which Appendix A is based, are

discussed.

iii. Voltage and Impedance ?Relationships in the Equivalent Circuits.

In Appendix A the ratio ep/ed in this equivalent circuit when the

driver and pickup circuits are tuned to the frequency of ed is shown to be

_e--J (3) (4A)*

where Qp is the quality factor of the pickup circuit, i.e.

~ , en 7e ne " ),oo and .•< & , we can write

e, , Q,,
(4) (5A)

ed, n
with an error of less than one percent.

(4) indicates the basis for a direct-reading conductivity meter;

we see that if ed is held constant, ep is directly proportional

to Ce z _/ the conductance of the path linking the toroids. However,7Re
a direct-reading arrangement with an untuned pickup circuit is superior

because of advantages which will be discussed elsewhere.

* The notation for numbering equations is as follows: In the text, the
number in the first parentheses indicates the numerical order in the

text, while the number and letter in the second parentheses indicate
the numerical order in a particular appendix designated by the letter.
If only one equation designation is shown, the equation appears only
in the text.



It is shown in Appendix A that when the pickup circuit is untuned,

we have 0 7- (5) (19A)

Here, when A )7.07 and 7 ' ,
JLW e 7.o 7>,

p co dr (6) (20A)
ed ,n

with less than one percent error. We see in (6) the basis for a direct-

reading conductivity meter.

In the direct-reading method with tuned pickup circuit, the

impedance looking into the input end is shovnr in Appendix A to be modified

by the conrducting path according to
S+ 0,WZ

.Odr Qd•.- f~ -(7) (9A),

where -d is the input impedance when Re is infinite, and is given by

z,= .d• The output impedance is similarly modified to

Pe- (8) (12A)

where E • wL r •

For the untuned pickup circuit, the corresponding expressions are

L +nw L " , (9) (21k)

and -= r(10) (22A)).

In certain special cases, especially when the driver and pickup

coils are of low Q, it may be necessary to use equation (17A) for the

untuned pickup arrangement, rather than (19A) or (20A).

Lp in (19A) and (20A) is the low-frequency inductance of the

pickup coil, i.e. it is the inductance at a frequency lower than and

sufficiently remote from self-resonance that the effect of self-capacitance

and incidental circuit capacitance is negligible. In practice, however,

- 14 -
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these capacitrences are not negligible and cause an apparent increase in

the inductance of the pickup toroid. Usually when the pickup toroid is

untuned, it is terminated in a resistive load which is used as a voltage

divider.

The ratio ep/ed given by (6), as modified by the abovementioned

car-acitances and resistive load is shown in Appendix A to become

e/ /71- zJ (11) (30A)

where p' is the apparent inductance of the pickup toroid measured in the

presence of the self-capacitance and incidental capacitance C& frequency

4P=  W and R• is the value of the resistive load. In general, the

effect is to increase the pickup voltage in the ratio

7e ~(12) (29A).
In the Piccard-Frivold null method for measuring conductivity, a

single loop is wound around the toroids in such a way that in relation to

the electrolytic loop, it is wound in the same sense on one toroid and in

opposite sense on the other, i.e. in the form of a figure '8', as shown in

Plate 4(a). Then a resistance in the figure-8 loop will cause a voltage

to be induced 180 degrees out of phase with the voltage resulting from d

resistance inserted. in the electrolytic loop. If the mutual inductance

between one loop and the driver toroid is equal to that between the other

loop and the driver toroid, and if the same is true of the mutual induct-

ances with the pickup toroid, then the voltage at the output of the pickup

circuit will go through a null when the resistances in the two loops are

equal (neglecting the effects of leakage inductance anrd displacement

currents, which will be discussed in a later section). Since greater

sensitivity is required in a null circuit, the tuned pickup arrangement

was used in the Piccard-Frivold null method. The most important relationships



are those which occur at balance. It is shown in Appendix A that the

input impedance of the toroid system at balance in the Piccard-Frivold

null method is .,z Ze

2Z 1  (13) (3rA)

and that the output impedance (assuming a generator of zero internal

impedance) is _- - (14) (33A).

If n, zle the sensitivity at balance is

R Q , d (15) (36A).

Re
These expressions are based on the assumption that the mutual inductances

between a toroid and either loop are equal, a valid assumption for perfect

toroids, since all the magnetic flux set up by either toroid is mutual flux

with any closed circuit linking the toroid. Because of the identity of

mutual inductances, the figure-8 loop is represented in the equivalent

circuit of the Piccard-Frivold null method by an ideal phase-inverting

transformer of unity ratio, in cascade with the balancing resistor, as

shown in Fig.- 5A*.

iv. Displacement Currents in the -Loo. The equivalent circuit of

Plate 3(a), as well as the equivalent circuits drawn elsewhere in this

report, neglects two factors. The first of these is the effect of dis-

placement currents. If the boundary conditions on the displacement current

were the same as those on the conduction currents, they would be divided

into two parts, those in the toroid casing and those in the electrolyte.

Those in the casing would be constant and their effect would be balanced

out by a suitable bucking voltage applied to the pickup circuit; those in

* The convention for numbering figures in the appendices is identical with

that for numbering equations.

- 16 -
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the electrolyte would depend on the dielectric constant of the electrolyte

and could be evaluated. Since most electrolytes are aqueous solutions, and

since the dielectric constant of water at low frequencies is of the order

of 80, in most cases the displacement currents in the electrolytes would

be much greater than those in the casing. In Appendix A it is shown that

displacement currents in the electrolyte introduce a reactive component in

the impedance of the loop, such that it becomes

We see that the magnitudes of Ze and Re would begin to differ appreciably

only for large values of K and p.

We can expect that the presence of conductors within the toroid

casing will alter the configuration of displacement currents from the above-

mentioned ideal situation. Unquestionably such conductors will cause large

displacement currents to cross the insulation in the casing and pass into

the electrolyte, but it is difficult to evaluate their effect quantitatively.

In the Piccard-Frivold null method, the effect of displacement

currents is to require a shunt capacitance balance in addition to the

resistive balance.

v. Leakage Inductance in the Loop. The second factor not included in

the equivalent circuit is the leakage inductance of the loop containing Re.

The total inductanc& of this loop may be divided into three components.

The first component is due to the mutual flux between the loop and the

driver toroid plus the mutual flux between the loop and the pickup toroid,

and is represented in the equivalent circuit by the two mutual inductances.

The second component is due to flux in the toroid casing (exclusive of the

mutual flux) end is part of the leakage inductance. The remainder of the

- 17 -



leakage inductance is the internal inductance of the electrolytic path.

The effect of leakage inductance is to change (3) to

Z_ L ------ /t 7 J / +i- (AjAjw/e ,(17) (4"A)

and to change (5) to -

e7t) Z L ---•-' -- e ) (18) (45A),

where &. is the total leakage inductance of the loop.

Ordinarily, the permeability of the toroid cores will be high

(greater than 100) and the leakage inductance will be only a small fraction

of the total inductance. Only when low-permeability cores are used, and

the conductivity of the electrolyte is such that w'e is of the same

order of magnitude as Re, will leakage inductance have an appreciable effect.

In the Piccard-Frivold null method, the effect of leakage induct-

ance is to impose the balance condition Le-Le . If the effect of

displacement currents is present, the displacement current and leakage in-

ductance balance may be effected by one control, since they are both

reactive. However, this balance woulo be a function of Re. By using a

separate series inductance balance and a separate shunt capacitance balance,

independence of the reactive balances fron: Re may be obtained.

vi. Considerations on Re and Inductance Analogue. It is desirable to

predict from theoretical considerations the value of Re. The boundary con-

ditions on the conduction current induced in an infinite homogeneous isotropic

conducting medium, when an insulated toroidal core carrying alternating

magnetic flux circumferentially is inserted therein, are exactly analogous

to those on the magn;etic flux induced in an infinite homogeneous insulating

medium, when the boundary surface of the abovementioned toroid, carrying

current circumferentially, is inserted therein. Hence the resistance of

- 18 -
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the conducting path in the former case may be determined from the

reluctance of the conducting path in the latter, and since the reluctance

of a path linlking a conductor, and the inductance of the conductor, are

related, the resistance of the path in the former case may be determined

from the inductance of the conductor in the latter.

It is shown in Appendix B that this relationship is

7 e =- (19) (10B),

where Re is the resistance of the conducting path in ohms, , is the

permeability of the medium in which the conductor of external (high-

frequency) inductance-L henries is located, and P is the resistivity in

ohm-cm of the conducting path. Therefore, if we wish to determine the

resistance of a conducting path linking an insulated toroidal casing, we

can calculate it from the high-frequency inductance of a conductor having

the same dimensions as the casing.

Of course, the calculation of L from fundamental considerations

is the same problem as calculating Re, and it appears to be extremely diffi-

cult in most cases. An approximate solution exists for the case of a

toroidal conductor of circular cross-section, whose circumferential induct-

ance is .o/257 0 (.ao7/ 0 , K) 0 (20)

in air, with good accuracy when (0. 2 , at frequencies at which the

current flows only on the surface of the toroid. L is the inductance in

microhenries, a is the mean radius of the toroid, and d is the diameter of

the cross section, both in cm, Then
4 2 o -- (21)o. o izs~a /Z, o '. o3

where p is in ohm cm.
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If a toroidal casing of circular cross-section were used, there-

fore, the electrodeless method for measuring electrolytic conductivity would

be an absolute method. For practical reasons, in this research a rectan-

gular cross-section was used instead, and since no accurate formulae are

available for the high-frequency inductance of a toroidal conductor of

rectangular cross-section, absolute measurement of resistivity was not

possible.

Re/p can be calculated from experimentally determined values of L

where L cannot be calculated. It can also be measured directly by placing

electrodes in the casing, as shown in Plate 2(b), measuring the resistance

betwieen these electrodes in a. solution of known conductivity, and correcting

for the thickness of the insulation between the plates. Finally, Re/j, may

be determined by means of the electrodeless method, by determining Re in

a solution of known conductivity.

III. iODES OF USE AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

i. Introduction. There are tvo basic ways in ;.hich the toroid astembiT

may be used to measure resistance in loop linking it. They are:

a. Direct-reading methods.

b. Null, methods.

In general, an optiminui design for one of these modes o ooperation

is not necessarily an oatimum design for the oth•er. A discussion oi the

design requirements for the two modes is given below. RequirementLs coannon

to the t4:o methods are:

a. The indication of the instru•ment should always be thl saýmie

for a given resistance ifn the loop linkinz the . oroid asseub4y.
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b. The indication should be a linear function of the loop

resistance. or condT.ctan•e.

c. A wide range of resistance values should be measurable.

There is one important source of error in both the direct-reading

and null methods, namely, direct coupling between the driver and pickup

toroids, which must be corrected if requirements a, b, and c are to be met.

In Appendix A and in the text up to this point, it was assumed that if Re

were infinite, there would be no voltage induced in the pickup coil.

Actually, this is not'the case. Even if the toroids were perfectly astatic,

there is electrostatic coupling between them. To eliminate this coupling,

the driver toroid and its circuit must be thoroughly shielded electro-

statically from the pickup toroid and its circuit. Furthermore, the toroids

are in fact never perfectly astatic. After the conventional precaution is

taken of winding the toroids so that there is no current circulation about

their axes, some of the driver toroid flux still links the pickup toroid

because of non-uniformity of the windings or inriomogeneity of the cores.

The effect of these irregularities is to cause the driver toroid to set up

a small external field as though it were a dipole oriented in a random

direction normal to the toroid axis, and to cause the pickup toroid to

behave as a small coil with axis in a random direction normal to the toroid

axis. By rotating the axis of the dipole w;ith respect to the axis of the

coil until the two are at right angles, the coupling between them is

minimized. This condition may be reached by rotating one toroid with

respect to the other until the voltage induced in the pickup coil goes

through a minimum. It is possible that this residual voltage may be further

reduced by a large factor, by placing a high-permeability ring betV.een the



two toroids.

This minin-ium residual voltage Inay still be of sufficient magnitude

to cause errors in both the direct-reading and null ýmethods when high

resistances are being measured. To remove this voltage, a balancing circuit

may be used, in which twrzo small variable voltages spaced 900 apart in phase,

derived from the generator of frequency -
= •  , are injected into the

oickup circuit and adjusted until they completely balance out the residual

voltage.

Although large residual voltages may be balanced out in this way,

it is desirable that the residual unbalance voltage be made as low as

possible. Otherwise, the condition will exist-where the residual voltage

after balancing is the difference betiween two large ouantities, with the

poor stability wýhich is inherent in such cases.
red uce the

After all precautions are taken to pickup volta-ge to zero when Re

is infini-e, there will still be a residual voltage consisting of hari:onics

of . This voltage causes an error in readings in the direct-reading

method, and obscures the null in the null method. Its effect is greatly

reduced by adequate filtering in the amplifier of the pickup voltage, and by

the pickup circuit if tuned.

ii. Direct-Reading Method. Requirements a, b, and c above determine

, whether a tuned or untuned pickup circuit is to be used in the direct-reading

method. Referring to (4), one sees that dwhere the pickup circuit is tuned,

the pickup voltage is directly proportional to the parallel-resonant imped-

ance of the pickup circuit, at resonance. This impedance is given by

Rp,) representing the "copper" loss in the pickup coil, is a function

of temperature, varying at the rate of approximately 0.4 percent per degree C
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for copper. R-p, representing the core loss, is made up (d. iefly of two

components, namely, Rh representing Iysteresis and Re representing eddy-

current loss. The latter has a tenmperature coefficient of the same order of

magnitude as that of Rp. No figures for the temperature coefficient of Rh

are on hand, but even if it should be zero, we already have apDreciable

deviations from requirement a as a function of temperature. Rh is a function

of the voltage across the pickup coil. Therefore, under certain conditions

variation of the pickup voltage may cause deviation from requirement a.

In (6), one sees that where the pickup circuit is untuned, the

calibration has no dependence w~hatever on Rp or Rp.

(4) assumes that the condition of resonance obtains in the pickup

circuit. If resonance does not obtain, qOwLp is replaced by the actual

impoedance of the pickup circuit. If QO is high, the impedance of the pickup

circuit (and hence the calibration) will vary to a considerable extent for

relatively small deviations of o from the resonant frequency of the pickup

circuit. For example, if Qp is 100, a one-half percent change in frequency

from resonance will cause a 30 percent decrease in sensitivity; whereas (6)

shows that in the untuned pickup circuit, the corresponding change in

sensitivity is one-half percent.

It was shown that the condition for (3) to reduce to (4) was

en /oo , while that for (5) to reduce to (6) was _ --_*

f Q 100, = 9eno1,3- oo is recquired in the former case and

e ) 7 in the latter. Thus, the untuned arrangement in

this case will measure resistance on a linear scale to 1/1410 the value that

the tuned arrangement will measure.

Although for a given pickup coil the tuned arrangement V:ill develop
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Qp times the voltage of the untuned arrangement, the higher stability and

wider linear range are more important considerations. Consequently, the

untuned pickup arrangement was selected for the direct-reading method in

this research.

Referring now to the untuned pickup arrangement, the other con-

ditions necessary to meet requirement a must be determined.

In the first place, it should be possible to adjust ed to some pre-

determined value, at which it should remain thereafter within close limits

(an important consideration in the design of the associated electronic

circuits). Furthermore, the instrument which measures ed should have a

stable calibration.

Lp and Re/p are functions of temperature, but in general the

variations are negligible over the usual temperature range. For example,

if the coils are wound on rolybdenum-perm&lloy dust cores, the te-mperature

coefficient of inductance vwill be about 0.02 percent per degree C. Re/a

will vary with temperature directly as the linear dimension because of

variation in the outer dimensions of the toroid assembly. For a thermal

expansion coefficient of 100 X 106 per degree C, we have a 0.001 percent

per degree C change.

To recapitulate, for the direct-reading conductivity meter, the

untuned pickup circuit should be used, and ed, CV, and the calibration of the

instruraent measuring ep, should all be held constant within limits qn order

of magnitude better than the required overall accuracy. Changes in Lp and

Re/p will usually be negligible, and nl and n2 are of course constant.

For a solution of given resistivity, the voltage ep should be as

large as possible, in order that a reasonable gain be required of the
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amplifier driving the indicating instrument. ep may be increased by several

expedients, which are enumerated below and critically discussed.

a. Increasing ed. This increases the power requirements on the

generator of frequency W and increases the poaer dissipated

in the toroid assembly.

b. Decreasing nl. This results in lower input impedance and

consequent increase in the power demand on the source of

frequencyWa and in the power dissipated in the toroid assembly.

Hence, the effect is the same as that of increasing ed.

c. Increasing W. This decreases the highest resistivity that can

be measured before the effect of displacement currents becomes

appreciable. Furthermore, 60 should not be increased above a

value at which resonance effects begin to appear. As a

general rule, conditions should be such that the increase in

inductance of the pickup coil due to incipient resonance should

not exceed 10 percent of the low frequency inductance.

d. Increasing L. If this is done by increasing the permeability

of the core, stability becomes poorer as the permeability is

increased. For example, excellent stability is obtained with

molybdenum-permnalloy dust cores having a permeability of 125,

because of the large demagn•tizing factor resulting from the

interstitial air gaps. If permalloy strip having a perme-

ability of 20,000 is used, the permeability is sensitive to

nechanical shocki and temperature, and does not reproduce closely

from core to core. Of course, there are core materials of

intermediate permeability which might be used. If LD is
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increased by increasing n2 , an improvement is obtained

which is directly proportional to n2. If the dimensions of

the core are all increased in the same proportion, the sensi-

tivity will increase because of the resultant increase in the

ratio Lp/n2 (see (le)). Note that if Lp is made sufficiently

large, resonance effects will appear and Lp should not be so

large that LP C_ /

e. Increasing n2 . This was discussed under Lp.

f. Decreasing R, for a given value ofp. This may be done by

increasing all the dimensions of the toroid assembly in the

same proportion (see (21)). This will require increase in

the dimensions of the cores, and -will in general result in in-

creased inductance and Q, and an additional increase in sensi-

tivity. However, since the ratio Re/c is only inversely

proportional to linear dimension, startling improvements in

sensitivity will be obtained only if radical changes in

are
dimensionsAmade from those that are fixed largely by mechanical

considerations.

It hardly seems worthwhile to go into the sensitivity problem

analytically. By keeping all the requirements in mind and following the

abovementioned principles to obtain high sensitivity, a satisfactory design

may be arrived at. After a preliminary design is completed, the sensitivity

may be calculated (using an approximate value of Re/o obtained from the low-

freouency inductance of the inductance analogue), and the amplification

necessary to drive an indicating instrument may be determined. If this

requirement is reasonable, the design is satisfactory. If not, it will be



fairly simple to make a new design (using the original design as a guide)

that will have the required sensitivity.

Note that varying 'Re/ , Lp/n22 , or @ varies the value of at

which (5) reduces to (6), in such a way as to reduce the range of sensi-

tivities for which (6) is valid, as the sensitivity is increased. However,

since high sensitivities are required where high resistivities are to be

measured, for the measurement of low resistivities Lp/n 2
2 , or as may be

reduced sufficiently and Re/o increased sufficiently to make (6) valid in

that range.

iii. Null Methods. The object of null methods is to obtain greater

reproducability of measurements than direct-reading methods. Whereas in

direct-reading methods, reproducability might be within 2 percent; in a

null method it might be 0.1 percent or better. If the same minimum con-

ductivity is to be measured by both methods, the null method must be able

to detect a voltage /- as great as that which the direct-reading method

must detect, where E is the error in reproducing the same reading for a

given conductivity, in percent. Hence, null methods must have higher over-

all sensitivity than direct-reading methods, to cover the same conductivity

range at full accuracy. Some of this increased sensitivity may be obtained

by using a tuned pickup circuit and by applying some of the principles

discussed under the direct-reading method. The remainder must be obtained

by increasing the gain of the amplifier.

Referring to (15), one sees that the sensitivity of the Piccard-

Frivold method in the vicinity of balance, expressed as the change in voltage

for a given percent change in Re, is inversely proportional to Re. Thus,

the lower the maximum value of Re that is to be measured, the lower the

sensitivity may be.
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In the Piccard-Frivold null method, the conditions of balance

are Re = Re', Le = Le', and Ce = Ce', where Le and Le' are the leakage

inductances in the Re and Re' loops, respectively, and Ce and Ce' are the

shunt capacitances across Re and Re', respectively. It was shown in

Appendix A that the balance was independent of any other factors. All those

factors discussed in the direct-reading method which affected the cali-

bration have no effect on the calibration of the Piccard-Frivold null method,

except for the ratio Re/, where/ rather than Re is being measured. Hence,

in the Piccard-Frivold null method, the tuned pickup arrangement may be

used, high-permeability cores are permissible, ed nay vary, W may vary, and

no special pains need be taken to stabilize the gain of the amplifier driving

the null indicator. Note also that whereas in the direct-reading method

there is an upper limit to the value of •e•- that can be read on a

linear scale) in the Piccard-Frivold null method, theoretically there is

no lower limit of Ge at ,hich the abovementioned balance conditions cease

to be true.

Other null methods are possible, in which a fraction of the

voltage applied to the driver toroid is injected into the pickup circuit

in such a way as to buck out the voltage developed therein. Such methods

have the advantage over the Piccard-Frivold null method that they do not

require the figure-8 loop, simplifying the construction of and connections

to the toroid assembly, but they also have certain disadvantages.

One such method was incorporated into the experimental circuit

for this research, but time did not permit its analysis or experimental

investigation. This circuit is shown inSimplified form in Plate 3(b).

The voltage across the driver toroid is applied to a 90 degree phase-
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shifting network, a fraction of whose output is injected into the pickup

circuit 180 degrees out of phase with ep and is adjusted until the volt-

meter V indicates a null. The value of Re may be determined from the

ratio l d R, of the voltage divider, and Ge: is directly

proportional to this ratio. A more detailed description of the circuit used

in this method is given under IV, "Description of Apparatus".

This, as well as other null methods, are discussed under suggestions

for further work.

Lhe thickness, t, of the toroid winding is also a design parameter of

importance in both direct-reading and null methods. For a given set of

cores, increading t will allow the use of more copper and will result in

higher Q. On the other hand, increasing t decreases the cross-section

area and increases the length of the electrolytic path, increasing the

ra tio Re/? and decreasing the sensitivity. The Q of the coils should

therefore be no higher than is necessary to meet the requirements of fre-

quency stability, oscillator power, and in the case of methods using the

tuned pickup circuit, sensitivity. There is little value in increasing

the amount of copper on the toroids much beyond the point where the copper

losses become less than the core losses, since beyonr that point an improve-

in Q
ment of only a factor of two ia obtained, even if copper losses are re-

duced to zero.

IV DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

i. Toroid assembly. The toroids are wound on Western Electric

molybdenum-permalloy dust cores no. 475866. Design data on these cores

is given in Appendix C. Molybdenum-permally dust cores are used be-

cause of their high magnetic stability, and the no. 475866 core in
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particular was used because among the cores available, it had the largest

dimensions (making possible a large toroid casing and hence a large value

of P/Re) together with bhe of the lowest values of K (large L/n2),

making for high sensitivity.

Somewhat arbitrarily, it was decided that the resonant impedance

of the driver and pickup tuned circuits should be 1 megob*. A high value

was selected so that the power dissipated in the toroid would be kept in

the order of several milliwatts, minimizing the heat generated in the

toroid assembly and the power demand on the oscillator. An operating fre-

quency of 10000 cps was selected. It was made as high as possible , since

fewer turns of wire are required on the toroid to obtain a given impedance

level as the frequency is increased, and since it was considered desir-

able to operate at as remote a frequency from 60 cps as possible. The

upper frequency limit is determined by the losses in the toroid cores; in

the no. 475866 cores the losses increase rapidly above 10000 cps. Another

factor determining the upper frequency limit is the permissable error due

to displacement current. The maximum resistivity that can be measured,

such that the displacement current error not exceed 1 percent, was cal-

culated at 10000 cps for water, by (16), to be 3.2xl10 ohm-cm, which is

sufficiently high to permit satisfactory operation at this frequency.

A voltage ed of 30 volts rms was selected; it was not made

larger because of oscillator design considrations which will be discussed

later.

A winding thickness t of 0.1 inch was selected, being large enough

to yield high-Q toroids, yet small enough to not increase the length and

decrease the cross-section area of the conducting path.

The abovementioned design values were chosen before a complete



e
picture of the design considrations had been developed, and do not neeces-

arily represent an optimum design.

In Appendix C it is calculated that in order to have a parallel

resonant impedance of 1 megohm at 10000 cps when the voltage applied to

the coil is sero, the no. 475866 cores should be wound with 722 turns of

no. 25 B & S ga. copper wire with heavy Formex insulation. With 45 volts

across the coil, it was calculated that the number of turns chould be

737. These figures are based on a winding thickness t of 0.1 inch.

The coils are wound in two equal sections, and the leads are

connected so that there is no net circulation about the axis of the core.

The coils are wound as uniformly as possible.

Four toroids were wound, two for the no. 1 toroid assembly,

which was not satisfactory and later became defective, and two for the

no. 2 toroid assembly, which was almost identical in design with the for-

mer but was assembled with greater care and was saCtisfactory. All four

toroids were wound with no. 25 B & S ga. heavy Formex insulated copper

wire.

The data on the toroids is as follows:

No. 1 toroid assembly:

n=1 737 turns, Ld . 83.7 mh. at 30 v. rms and 10000 cps.

n2: 722 turns, Lp . 83.0 uh. at 30 v. rms and 10000 cps.

No. 2 toroid assembly;

nf: 737 turns, Ld, 86.3 mh. at 30 v. rms and 10000 cps.

n2: 737 turns, Lp': 89.6 sh. at 30 v. rms and 10000 cps.

The inductance measurements were made by a resonant method,

with the toroids in the toroid casing and connected to the measuring

circuit through the toroid-assembly cables.
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With one of the toroids uncased and connected through short leads

to the inductance-measuring circuit, its inductance measured at 30 volts

rms and 10000 cps was 80.7 mh. with a Q of 143, giving a parallel resonant

impedance of 725000 ohms, compared with the assumed value of 1 megohm.

The discrepancy is probably partially due to proximity losses in the win-

ding, which were not considered in the calculations, and partiallyý,rbe-

ca use the measured Q included the losses in the mica-dielectric tuning

condenser. The value of parallel resonant impedance is not critical, and

is effective only in determining the power dissipated in the driver

toroid and the sensitivity of the Piccard-Frivold null method and other

null methods where a tuned circuit is used.

External dimensions of the toroid casing were the same for the no. 1

and no. 2 totoid assemblies, but the internal dimensions were somewýat

larger in the latter. Plate 7 and Plate 8 show the dimensions of the parts

of the toroid casing, for the no. 2 totoid assembly. Leads enter the casing

through hollow plastic tubing which is fitted into the holes seen at the

top of the casing in Plate 7.

The end caps in Plate 8 fit into the ends of the casing in Plate

7. Polystyrene is used because of its negligible water absorption and the

ease with which two pieces may be cemented together. Plate 9 and Plate 10

show views pf the toroid assembly. Plate 4(b) is a section through the axis

of the assembly, and is complete with the exception that the figure-8

loop is not shown.

Each toroid is individually and completely shielded electro-

sta tically by 3 mil brass shim stock cut to fit snugly against and

cemented to the inside walls of the toroid casing. The shields are shown

in the sectional view, Plate 4(b). Each shield is split so that it does
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not act as a short-circu'ted turn.

Leads are brought into the toroid casing through 0.125 inch

o.d. polyethylene-insulated coaxial tubing, running the length of the

polystyrene tubing. 'he coaxial tubing is in turn connected through

RG-58/U ca 'ble to the electronic circuits. At the lower left corner of

Plate 5, which shows the complete circuit of the conductivity-measuring

apparatus developed in this research, the toroid assembly is shown

schematically with all electrical connections.

In the no. 1 toroid assembly, the toroids were placed in their

receptacles without any attempt to minimize the coupling between them

and without securing them to prevent relative motion, and the end caps

were cemented in place, on the assumption that the coupling between the

toroids would be negligible. This was hardly the case and with eds 30

volts, the voltage in the pickup circuit was 4 millivolts, an excessive

value since the intention was to measure voltages as low as 2 microvolts.

A balancing circuit was therefore introduced, which made possible the

balancing of e. down to much less than 2 microvolts. An extremely un-

stable balance was obtained, because in balancingthe difference is

taken between two large quantities, of which one, the initial unbalance

voltage in the pickup circuit, varied since the toroids were not fixed

in place in the casing. If toroid assembly no. 1 were moved about

vigorously, the unbalance voltage would change by as much as 100 micro-

Iolts.

Toroid assem"ly no. 2 was built to replace no. 1 which became

defective because cf water leakage and rough handling. In the new assembly,

one of the toroids was wedged firmly in the casing by means of small wooden
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Slightly higher and to the right of the power supply is the

balancing circuit, which derives from the driver citcuit two voltages

900 apart in phase and injects them in series with the pickup coil to

balance out any voltage due to direct coupling between the driver and

pickup circuits. Each voltage may be adjusted by either a coarse or a

fine control.
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wedges; the other toroid was then placed in the casing and rotated until

the initial unbalance voltage reached a minimum, whereupon the toroid was

wedged in place and the end caps were cemented on. The initial unbalance

so minimized was 50 microvolts, a factor of 80 less than in the toroid

assembly no. 1. When this voltage was balanced out by means of the

balancing circuit, only very rough handling of the probe would cause the

unbalance voltage to change as much as 2 microvolts. Such high stability

was a result of the low initial unbalance voltage and the improved

mechanical stability of the system.

The partg of the toroid assembly were joined by means of polysty-

rene cement, and the cemented parts were clamped to:ether until the cement

hardened. Strains set up by the clamps caused crazing of the polystyrene;

repeated dipping of the toroid assembly in a polystyrene solvent dissolved

a surface layer of polystyrene sufficiently to cause it to flow into the

cracks, making the unit watertight.

ii. Electronic circuits. The complete electronic circuit is shown

in Plate 5, and a complete list of components appears in Plate 6.

In the upper left corner of Plate 5. is the power unit, a

conventional one which supplies the a-c heater voltage and the 300 volt

d-c stabilized voltage for the plate supply of the amplifier and

oscillator.
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Below the balancing circuit is the amplifier which amplifies

the resultant voltage in the pickup circuit. It is a three-sta&e amplifier,

with first and second pentode stages V6 and V7 and an output cathode-

follower VS. The amplifier has about 27 db. of negative feedback from

the cathode circuit of the cathode-follower to the cathode of the first

pentode, for stabilizing the gain.

A 10000 cps tuned circuit from plate of the second pentode to

ground causes the high and low cutoff frequencies of the amplifier to

be closer to 10000 cps than they would be with R-C coupling alone, while

maintaining a flat-topped frequency response in the vicinity of 10000

cps, an important feature in the direct-reading method where changes in

the oscillator frequency should not cause changes in the amplifier cali-

bra tion.

It was found that the gain of the amplifier is not attenuated

suffieiently at 60 cps and its low multiples and at low multiples of

10000 cps to give adequate filtering . Therefore a half-octave band-pass

filter with a mid-band frequency of 10000 cps and a cl-aracteristic impedance

of 1000 ohms is connected at the output of the amplifier. A Ballantine Model

300 vacuum-tube voltmeter is connected to the output of the filter. The

frequency response of the filter is shown in Plate 14; the frequency

response of the filter plus amplifier, with and without feedback, is

shown in Plate 15.

The overall gain from amplifier input to filter output with

feedback is adjusted to 500 at 10000 cps; without feedback it is about

20000. Since the Ballantine Volfmeter will read a minimum volta'ge of 1

millivolt, the minimum amplifier input voltage that can be measured is

2 microvolts. With feedback, the amplifier moise is below this level.



A decade attenuator is connected in the input of the amplifier,

supplying attenuations of 1, 0.11, 0.01, and 0.001. A fifth position on

this switch places a tuning condenser across the pickup coil, for use

in the Piccard-Frivold null method and other null methods. The input

resistance of the attenuator is 25000 ohms.

Curves of filter output as a function of the input to the first

grid of the amplifier at 10000 cps, with and without feedback, are shown

in Plate 16.

Below the amplifier circuit in Plate 5 is the oscillator circuit,

which applies a constant 30 volt rms 10000 cps voltage to the driver tor-

oid. 'he circuit is essentially an L-C oscillator with the driver toroid

acting as the tank coil, and with a novel arrangement for stabilizing the

amplitude. The diode, 19, is the stabilizing or limiting element, the

first pentode V10 is a phase splitter (for supplying positive feedback

without requiring a tapped driver toroid) and the second pentode V11 is

the oscillator. The stabilizing circuit maintains ed substantially

constant, independent of wide variations in the gain of the oscillator

tube or in the ta nk circuit impedance.

In operation, the cathode of the diode V9 is adjusted to some

positive d-c volta ge smaller than the normal peak amplitude of ed in the

absence of the stabilizing circuit. During oscillation, the diode

conducts whenever the driver voltage swings sufficiently positive to

exceed the voltage on the cathode of the diode, and in so doing applies

a negative feedgack pip to the grid of the oscillator tube, V1l, through

R 42- If the amplitude of oscillation should increase by a given percentage,

the amount of nega tive feedback increases by a much larger percentage,

opposing the increase in amplitude. Decreases in amplitude are prevented
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in a similar way. The oscillator stabilizes at a voltage ed whose peak

value is slightly larger that the d-c bias on the diode cathode.

Plarte 18 shows the effectiveness of this arrangement. To obtain this

data, the circuit was broken between C18 and R/11 and an alternating voltage

at 10000 cps was applied to the loose end of R41 . The voltage at the cathode

of V10 was measured as a function of this input voltage, in one case with

V9 removed and R42 disconnected from the grid of V11 (upper curve in Plate

18) and in the other curve with V9 in the circuit and R42 connected (lower

curve). With the limiter circuit connected, the output increases roughly

in proportion to the input, until it reaches a value where the diode conducts,

above which the output increases only slightly for increasing input. The

two curves differ below the point where the diode begins to conduct,

because of the loading effect of R42 which was not connected when the

upper curve was taken.

In this type of amplitude control, negligible distortion is

introduced, since the diode draws negligible energy from the tuned cir-

cuit. Although the negative feedback pulse applied to the oscillator tube

V11 is rich in harmonics, V11 acts as a tuned amplifier and amplifies

the fundamental-frequency component of this pulse much more than the harmon-

ics.

With a 45 volt positive bias on the diode cathode, and a 6.3

volt rms heater voltage throughout, the voltage at the cathode of V10

varied from 32 volts rms to 33 volts rms, when the plate supply voltage

of the oscillator was varied from 200 to 350 volts, and the frequency changed

by 0.02 percent over this same range, With the plate supply voltage held

constant at 300 volts, the voltage at the cathode of V10 varied from 31

volts rms to 33 volts ms when the heater voltage was varied from 7 volts
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rms to 5 volts rms, and the frequency changed by 0.01 percent over this

same range.

The oscillator voltage is stabilized against changes in the

impedance of the oscillator tank circuit, provided the impedance does not

drop so low that the peak value of the voltage ed in the absence of the

limiting diode drops below the value of the diode bias, since if this

condition obtains the diode never conducts.

High-conductivity solutions cause a decrease in the impedance

of the driver (tank) circuit, according to (7). In order to permit direct-

reading measurement of as high conductivity as possible, the voltage at

which ed stabilizes should be low. On the other hand, for high sensitivity

ed should be high. A value of 30 volts rms was selected for ed, as a com-

promise between these two requirements.

To the left of the oscillator circuit in Plate 5 is null circuit

B. This is the null arrangement that was shown in simplified form in Plate

3 (b). The phase splitter V10 is used to supply the voltage to the phase-

shifting network of this null circuit. A decade attenuator receives the

output of the phase-shifting network, and in turn applies its output to

a General Radio type 654-A decade voltage-divider. A nulling voltage

from the output of the decade voltage-divider is injected into the

pickup circuit, in series with the pickup coil. In obtaining a balance

by this method, it will be necessary to adjust the phase control C24 to

take care of incidental pD e shifts.

This null circuit is intended to measure resistances as high as

S14000 ohms with an accuracy of 0.1 percent, and resistances as high as

140000 ohms with an accuracy of 1 percent.

Although the phase-shifting network in TPlate 5, consisting of



R4 8, C23 , C24, Rq9 and R37 , looks like the conventional bridge-type R-C

phase-shifter, it is a generalization of the latter. In the ordinary

R-C bridge phase-shifter, of the type shown in Fig. i,

e,_ (22) (15D),

Fig. 1

provided the source of ei has zero internal impedance and the impedance

across the output is infinite. If these requirements are not met, leo/eil

is not independent of the phase shift, and the phase shift is not given

by the simple expression a * 2 tan-ln'/n. In the use of the circuit shown

in Fig. 1, the source impedance should be negligible compared with the

input impedance of the bridge and the load impedance should be large

compared with the output impedance of the bridge.

There are many cases where these requirements cannot be easily

filled, yet where it is desirable to have a phase-shifter which behaves

according to an expression similar to (22).

In Appendix D, the author determined the conditions for which

the bridge-type R-C phase shifter, fed from a source with non-vanishing

internal resistance and supplying a load of finite resistance, would

shift the phase of the output voltage up to 180o without change in the

magnitude of the output voltage, if the input voltage is maintained

constant. Fig. 1D shows the circuit diagram for this phase shifter.

The condition for constant output voltage is shown in Appendix D to be

=/ Z -n (23) (7D).
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In order for p to be positive,

/ 2) z (24) (20D).

1When (23) obtains,

-IMC 7 (25) (13D).

(23) and (25) were used in the design of the phase-shifting net%;Iork

used in null circuit B, since it is driven by a generator with non-vanishing

internal impedance and drives a load of finite impedance.

The circuit in Fig. 1 is only a secial case of that in Fig. iD.

Between null circuit B and the toroid assembly in Plate 5 is null

circuit A, ;dich consists merely of the standard variable resistor and

standard variable caoacitor used f'or obtaining balance in the Piccard-Frivold

null method.

The circuits of tshe poeore supply, amlifier, oscillator, and null

circuit B (exclusive of the decade voltage-divider) ar: all on one casSiS

and panel assembly. A front view of this assembly appears in Plate 12 and

a rear view in Plate 13. In Plite 12, the label tKJiPLI R lbI. is

incorrect; it should read AMKLITITR ATThUA TOR• . The DIRECT EADING- NTLL

s!'itch is SW 1 in Plate 5; it is thrown in the MULd position when null

circuit B is used. The control labeled J'ADR'ATU¶ is the phase control in

Plate 5. The tiwo connectors lying in front of the panel connect to the

external voltage divider for null circuit B.

The balancing circuit and the output filter are on seoarate small

chassis. Cables connect the toroid assembly to the balancing circuit, thich

is connected to the main chassis, also by mieans of cables. Plate 10 is a

view of the toroid assembly and the balancing circuit. Th" filter cilasis

isi not shown.

iii* 7eas2urement of e.ect. 2iLc conductivity. These were made in a five-gllon
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Pyrex battery jar. Instead of using standard solutions, the conductivity

of the electrolyte was measured by means of a conventional conductance

bridge and a dip cell. The bridge is a Leeds and Northrup type 4960 portable

electrolytic resistance indicator, having a resistance range from 0.3 to

30000 ohms, with a i 1 per cent limit of error when measuring resistance

near the center of the slidewire scale. The cell is a Leeds and Northrup

type 4920 dip cell. This cell is intended for use with low-conductivity

solutions, and uses platinized electrodes of 3.1 sq. cm. area per electrode,
-1

spaced about 0.3 cm. apart, and has a cell constant of 0.975 cm. The

electrolyte enters the glass case containing the electrodes, through

flow holes.

A model of the toroid casing was made, to be used in determining

the ratio Re/Po . This model has the same external dimensions as the

toroid casing, with the exception that in the center hole are two copper

disc electrodes at right angles to the axis and of the same diamter as

the hole, and separated by a polystyrene wall. The outer surfaces of the

discs are spaced 0.17 inch apart..Leads to the electrodes are brought

in through polystyrene tubes corresponding to those in the toroid assembly.

An inductance analogue was also made. This is a toroidal aluminum

conductor of the same external dimensions as the toroid casing, cut into

two equal C's along a plane containing its axis, so that a sheet of

dielectric material can be placed between them. The C's are held together

by a wood framework having a long dielectric path.

In Plate 11, the upper object is the inductance analogue and

the lower one is the model with electrodes.
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V. DES RIP•r• I ON i XPERI-ENTS iND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

i. iAodel Eith Electrodes. A value of Pe//o was determined, using

the model of the toroid assembly with copper electrodes, which was described

under IV, "Description of Apparatus", and shown at the bottom of Plate 11.

The procedure w~as to immerse the model in a battery jar (whose dimensions

are large compared with the toroid assembly) containing a copper sulphate

soluation, anýd to measure the resistance of .the model, using the L and N

bridge. Resistivity of the solution was det:ermined with the same bridge and

the L and N dip cell. After a mrasure1en was made at a given conductivity,

cop.)er sulphate was added to the solution and leasurements were made again;

this procedure was repeated several times.

To get the true value of Re/0 , it w;as necessary to make an

additive correction to the resistance of the model as -measured, to account

for the decrease in path length in the model due to the spacing hetw.,een the

electrodes.

The test was begun with freshly-brightened electrodes. The first point

taken is indicated by the number 1 in Plate 19; the numbers indicate the

order in v•nhich the measurements were made. Note t.at for successive measure-

ments, the ooints deviate more and more from a straight line through the

origin and point 1, and indicate a higher ratio of Re/1D . After point 5

was taken, it was noticed that the model electrodes had darkened. On the

suspicion that this darkening of the electr-odes as related to the deviation

from linearity, the electrodes were cleaned •.•ith an abrasive and point 6

was taken, which falls on the straiht line joining point 1 a.nd the origin.

On the assumption that the ratio Re//1  was increased over the

true value by darkening of the electrodes at points 2, 3, 4, and 5, the
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straight line through points 1, 6, and the 'origin was taken as the true

relationship of Re vs. o . From the slope of this line, a value of

Re/O = 0.758 is obtained.

The darkening effect was studied further, and the results are shown in

Plate 20. Here, the apparent increase in resistance of the model is

plotted as a function of time, measurements being made in a solution of

fixed resistivity and temperature. There is a rapid increase in resistance

at first, and later an a/symptotic approach to a limiting value. This

effect cannot be attributed to some sort of polarization due to the bridge

current, since the bridge current was applied for a negligible fraction of

the duration of the entire test. At the beginning of the test, the model

electrodes were bright and shiny; at the end they had a dark rouge hue. It

appeared certain that the darkening was due to the formation of cuprous

oxide. This conviction was strengthened by the observation of a photo-

voltaic effect when a strong light was played on the electrodes while the

model was immersed in the copper sulphate solution.

Plate 21 shows the effect of proximity to the walls of the jar on the

resistance of the model with electrodes. The increase in the resistance of

the model is plotted as a function of its oosition. As the model approaches

the '-alls, one would expect the resistance to increase because of con-

striction of the conducting path. A greater increase would be epec-- ted for

a broadside approach than for an edgewise approach, since in the former case

the central hole becomes obstructed. The variation should obey some higher-

po11wer law, similar to the variation in inductance of a coil in proximity to

a conducting sheet when the frequency is so high that there is negligible

penetration. All these expectations are verified in Plate 21, where the
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curve shoving the larger effect is for broadside approach. Since the

current flow in the elect-rolyte is the same for the toroid assembly as for

the model, these curves apply equally well to the toroid assembly. In order

to avoid this effect as much as possible, the toroid assembly or model was

-olaced at the center of the tank where the variation of the resistance with

position is negligible.

In (149), p. 129, ref. 29, the effect of a cylindrical conducting shield

on the inductance of a coil symmetrically placed w.ithin it coaxially is

given as

Actual inductance C (26)
Inductance in absence of shield i /r _

where rc and r s are the resmoective radii of the coil and the shield, 1 c

and ls are the respective lengths, and K is a function of the diameter-to-

length ratio of the coil.

On the basis of the inductance analogue, this expression applies to

the model in the battery jar. Since the axis of the tank vias at right

angles to the axis of the model in all the measurements, the conditions on

which (26) is based are not fulfilled. Since a section through the axis

o0 the tank is square, however, interchanging the length and diameter of the

tank should have little effect (this is further justified by the fact that

(26) was derived by replacing the act-al shield with a sphere of diameter

equal to th- geometric mean of the three dimensions of the actual shield).

,e can therefore •rvite

Resistance in absence of tankr , /7 (27)
Actual resistance of model L •- J

where am and dt are the respective diameters of the model and tank, and

Im and It are the respective lengths.
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Using the dimensions shovwn in Plate 21, we find that the diameter-

to-length ratio of the model is 1.8. According to Fig. 88, p. 130, ref. 28,

K is 0.57, and we get

Resistance in absence of tank =0.•65 (28)
0.19 0 (97)Actual resistance of model

i.e. there is a 2.35 percent increase in the resistance due to the presence

of the tank. The value of Re//O of the model, after applying this

correction, is

Re//o 0.741 (29).

ii. Inductance Analociue. Re/ ., was also determined by the inductance

analogue method, using a split toroidal conductor like that described in

IV, "Description of Apparatus", with the exceotion that the axial length

was inadvertently made 1.•3 inches instead of 1.87 inches.

A sheet of dielectric material was placed between the tw,.o halves of

the conductor, which .:.ere then matched up and clamped in the wood framework,

andt the caoacitance between them was measured at 1000 cps on a General

Radio type 716-B capacitance bridge. Care was taken to account for all lead

capacitances.

The conductor was then coupled loosely to a loop connected to the

output of a General Radio type 857-A u.h.f. oscillator. A general Radio

type 726-A vacuum-tube voltmeter indicated the voltage developed across the

loop (see Plate 22). The frequency of the oscillator was varied until the

loop voltage dipped, due to resonance of the conductor. The separation

between the conductor and the loop was then increased until the dip could

just barely be observed (minimizing reaction of the loop circuit on the

conductor), the oscillator was retuned for maximum dip, and the resonant



frequency ;ras recorded. This procedure was repeated with two, three, and

four thicknesses of dielectric material between the halves of the toroid

conductor.

In Plate 22, the resonant frequency is plotted as a function of one-

fourth the capacitance measured by the bridge, since the capacitance

measured with the bridge is four times the effective capacitance in series

with the conductor.

The capacitances CA and CB (see the draiwings in Plate 22) are not

necessarily equal, due to varying thickness of the air gap between the con-

ductors and the dielectric sheet, and varying thickness of the dielectric

sheet. In Appendix B, the error is evaluatedfrom assuming CA = CB •hen

in reality CA = CB, and it is shown to be negligible for reasonable dif-

ferences between CA and CB.

In order for this method to be successful, the dielectric constant of

the dielectric sheet should be independent of frequency from 1000 cps up to

the top frecuency used; for this reason polystyrene was employed.

If the measurements are accurate, all the measured points should lie

on a straight line having a negative slope of one-half, when plotted on

log-log paper. In Plate 22, a straight line was drawn through the experi-

mental points (the clusters of points were obtained by varying the capacitance

slightly, this being done by changing the clamping pressure applied by the

framework to the two halves of the conductor). Twice the Y intercept of

this line was laid off on the X axis. The difference between the resultant

Spoint (ocated in Plate 22 by a small arc intersecting the X axis) and the

actual X intercept is one indication of the reliability of measurement, and

we see that the agreement is excellent.
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The inductance was calculated as the average of the extreme induct-

ances represented by the X and Y intercepts in Plate 22, i.e. by the points

F1 , Cl and F2, C2 in Plate 22, and has a value of

L = 0.0171 microhenry (30).

Using this value in (19), we get for Re/o

Re/ = 0.735 (31).

This value is obtained from the inductance of a conductor which is

axially shorter than the toroid assembly by 0.04 inch. To obtain the value

for a conductor of the same size as the toroid assembly, we first note that

the resistance of the central hole in the toroid assembly is given by

Re/p = 0.487 (32),

which is about 65 percent of (31). The remainder of the resistance is made

up of two radial paths and an axial oath, and hence this last path contri-

butes only a small fraction of the total resistance. Since a small change

in the axial length of the toroid assembly has little effect on the

resistance of the axial oaths, most of the increase in Re//o for a

small change in axial length is due to increase in the length of the central

hole.

For a 0.04 inch increase in length, this increase in Re/p is

4 Re/ = 0.012 (33).

For an axial length of 1.87 inch, the value of Re/p is given by

(31) plus (33), or

Re/p = 0.747 (34).

iii. Measurement of Resistance byDirect-Reading T•Jethod. One experiment

was successfully concluded with toroid assembly no. 1; this was measurement

of the pickup voltage ef as a function of the resistance of a decade resistor

in an ýxternal loop linking the tor.id assembly, using an untuned pickup
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circuit. Prior to the test, ep was balanced dop to well below 2 microvolts,

with the external loop open-circuited. Plotted in Plate 23 are the results

of this experiment, showing ep/2 as a function of the loop resistance in

ohms. s predicted in (6), the pickup voltage is inversely proportional to

the loop resistance R.. From the slope of the line in Plate 23, it is calcula-

ted that

e5= 0.296/P2 volts (35) •

Using (11) and the following data on toroid assembly no. 1:

ed& 30 volts rms
o = 2gf= 62800 rps
n1 : 737 turns
n2= 722 turns
RL= 25000 ohms
L- 83.0 mh., we get

ep: 0.288/Re volts (36) .

The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values is 2.7

per cent, and may be due to the norma-l tolerance in the permeability of the

cores, errors in counting the number of turns on" the the toroids, and ex-

perimental errors.

Note the deviation in the high-voltage end of the curve, from

a straight line. This could not be explained blc the derived e..uations

for e., and was later found to be caused by failure to include in the

value of P~ the resis-'anc.e of t`e wire used in -he e rnal loo, as well

as the "zero" resistance of t~he ecade resistor.

A similar experiment was carried out with toroid as,:embly no. 2.

Plotted in Plate 24 arhe results of this exoeriment. From the 0so;e of

the straight line in Plate 24, ,e get

e = 0.296/Re volts (37)

Using (11) and the following data on toroid assembly no. 2;
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ed= 30 volts
S= 2f-62800 rps
n1- 737 turns
n2= 737 turfis
RL= 25000 ohms
Lp= 89.6 mh., we get

ep 0.303/Re volts (38. ,

yielding a discrepancy of 2.4.percent between the experimental and theor-

etical values.

-In Plate 24, as in Plate 23, there is a deviAtion from the straight

line at the extreme right, for the same reason.

Another experiment of this type was carried out with toroid

assembly no. 2, for lower values of resistance, with the resistance of the

wire in the external loop and the zero resistance of the resistance box

included in Re. The results are plotted in Plate 25. Note that the deviation

from a straight line now conmmences at a lower value of reistance.. A portion

of this deviation is a result of the decrease in e. as Re decreases. Although

the oscillator is amplitude-stabilized, the impedance reflected into the

tank circuit when Re- 0.1 ohm is (737)2x 0.1= 54000 ohms which reduces the

tank impedance from its normal value of 600000 ohms to only 50600 ohms. A

drop in ed under these conditions is understandable. &d was measured as a

function of Re, and the curve in Plate 25 was then correet-d for the drop

in Re, yielding a new curve which is so labeled. The deviation of the new

curve from the straight line is smaller, and could be caused by a O=$l ohm

error in the determination of the total resistance of the loop. In Plate

25, the value of ep is once more

ep, 0.296/Revolts (39).

Note that in Plates 23, 24, and 25, the deviation of the points

from the line over the straight portion does not exceedt 2 percent.
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These tests verify (11) end demonstrate the Ieasability of a direct-

reading conductivity and conductance meter.

iv. Measurement of Electrolytic Conductivity b, Direct-Readin- Meted.

An attempt was made to measure eT as a function of the conductivity oft an

electrolyte, using toroid asemrbly no. 1. The pickup voltEge was first

reduced to about 0.1 microvolt by means of the balancing circuit. Upon

immersion of the toroid assembly in the electrolyte, ed increased i:muediate-

ly but did not reach a stable value; it continued to drift upwards and upon

removal of the assembly from the elecrolyte, a large unbalance voltage

remained. The behavior was erratic and entirely unrsatisfactory, and was

attributed to lea--age of electrclyte into the toroid easing. Upon opening the

casing, several droplets of water were found therein, and it was observed

thaet one of the polystyrene tubes had not been thoroug•Cly cemented into the

toroid casing.

Two experimei:ts ~ere carried out in dwhich ep was measred as a

function of the resisti ity of the eectkrolyte, using toroid assembly no. 2,

placed at the center of the lass b.t.tery jar filled with slct rolyte.

In these te;ts, ed was balanced to le.s than 0.1 microvolt before irmmersion,

and upon removal a.fter comle ioen of the tests, tiere was no Uoticable change

in the balance.

In th first test, the 1: re -eri-en began wth- a coiu clorie

solution with a re-&itivi7. of boout 70000 ohm-cm., and ed eas mca-,auroed

as a function f the resistivity of the electrolyte, which was decreased re-

peatedly in steps of apr•oxi••ately a factor of two by addition of sodium

chloride. The resistivity was measured indepndenetiy using the Leeds and

Northrup conductivity cell and portabole resistance indicator.
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The resistance R~ of the electrolytic path waý

using (37), and the ratio of this resistance to th.

electrolyte is plotted as a function of resistivit;

a substantially constant value of Re of

S 0.760

over a resistivity ranse from 15 obin-crm.to 20000 0o

correction given by (28), we get

Rej = 0.743

In tlhis ex;periment, at the low·-resistivi

of the L & N conductivity cell was so low that it i

into account the calculated resistance o. f the leacd

urement of the lead resistance was impossible beca-

cable is inaccessible.

The points on the dotted curve on the le:

taken w.hen the voltage ed had dropped about 2 perc,

value, possibly due to a sudden change in the perz

of the type 991 regulator tubes in the stabilized.

in turn vwould cause a drop in tihe bias voltage on

die V9 . The solid curve, which is for a normal v

rms, s as there~ore extended p.alleil. to the ot ed

the drop in ed ,

On the basis of the theory developed in

in the curve at low resistivities cannot be at trib1

assembly. The error in the measurement of resistani

the observed drop at a resistivity of 10 ohm-cm. ij

the resistance of the cell for this resistivity is
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error in the cell. Polarization causes an apparent increase in resistivity,

which is in agreement with the observed decrease in the ratio R/ .

At the high-resistivity end of the curve in Plate 26, decrease

in Re/s is observed to commence at about 20000 ohm-cm. In order to observe

the effect at higher resistivities, an e:xperient similar to the previous

6
one was carried out, starting with resistivities of the order of 10 6ohm-cm.;

the results are plotted in P-la te 27. A curve of the 'theoretical effect of

disnlacement currents linking t;e toroid aesembly, calculated from (16), is

plotted on the same sheet for comparison. Note thit tea r sistivity scale

is not the same for t oe two curves, .hich .show that the theortioal effect

occurs at approximately 20 times the resistivity at which the experimental

effsct appears.

At first, one might attribute this discrepancy to circulating

currents entering the shield through the shield-to-electrolyte capacitance.

This explanation may be studied. wmith the aid of Fig. 2, which shows one half
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Plate 25 sho-ws not only that ep is a linear function of the loop

conductance to 'a conductance 20 times higher than that at which the decrease

at the left side in Plate 26 begins to appea r, but also that the deviation

in en from linearity when it does occur is such as would cause an apparent

increase in Re/, .

Conductivity ceils are designed so tha t poladr-ition errors are

negligible over the range of conductivities for which they are intended.

Since the cell used is described by the manufacturer as being "far low

conductivity solutions", it is unlikely that precautions were taken to

iirnimie Polarization elrrors at high conductivities. It is therefore reason-

able to attribute the observed drop at low resistivities to polarization



of a sectional view' through the axis of the toroid asse.bly.

P1CfRo/o C7rJA*G

P1 CK(VP 7rCJrPa,.

A rough picture of the curr-en1t ilowi lines is shovwn, appreciable dis-

placement currcnts flowing from the shiel into the electrolyte. On sees

that none of the current entýring the shield links the pickup toroid;

hence the effect of this curre•t a.pners to reduce the amount of current

linrkic~g the icku toroid, which is oontrary to the obs, rvd.: effect, and,

3would cause an increase, rather than a decrease in Re/o with increasing

resistivity. There seems to be no way of explainirg the effect by reasoning

along these lines.

A ulausible exilanation attributes the effct to lec trost•tic coU:ling

between the driver and pickup tridCis' through the electrolyt e. $henomenon

.was obselrved w•hich strengthens the conviction that this explanation is

correct. In the range of hi_'Dh resis ti'vities ,wer• the- decrease in the

eeri t Eal value of Re/U •• o occurs, it ,as ouni t tt touchilg the battery

jar with the hand i ecreases the value of e0 maredly at the hi:eIest resis-

tivites, and by dcrearsir,•g amounts as the resistivity decreases, becomii.g

negligible v-when the decrease in Re/P becomes negligible.

If the decrease in Re ,/ were due to change in the path of the

circulatin.g currents linking" the toroid assembly, this phenomenon would

not have occurred, since the circuiating currents near the walls of the
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battery jar are small compared with the total ci~rculating current linking

the toroids, as is evident from Plate 21.

However, if we consider the electrostatic goupling between the

two toroids to consist of an equivalent T network with the center leg

grounded, the body capacity would change the impedance of the center leg

appreciably (since body capacity is of the order of several hundred

micromicrofarads to ground), changing the coupling and causing the observed

decrease in pickup voltage. At high conductivities, the coupling is sho:rted

to ground, and the voltage due to it beecomes negligible compared with that

due to circulating conduction currents.

In Plate 26, the deviation of the points from the curve is about

& 1 percent, indicating that a highly accurate electrodeless conductivity

meter has been developed. Where the instrumient is not direct-reading, e. g.

where Re/o decreases for high resistivities, curves similar to Plate 26 and Plate

27 may be used as correction curves.

In the.preceding ex.perirents, three values of Re/p were .obtained

by three different methods. They are shown in the following table.

Method Value of Re/,

Model with electrodes (29) 0.741

Inductance analogue (34) 0.747

Toroid assembly (41) 0.743

The agreerent is within experimental error and proves the validity

of the reasonrng used herein.

v. Piccard-Frivold Null Method. Plate 28 shows the results of an ex-

periment to determine the performance of the Piccard-Frivold null method,

using toroid assembly no. 2 with tuned pickup circuit, and the electronic

circuits,developed for this research. In this experiment the decade reaisnee
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I

boxes R1 and R2 are connected to the figure-8 loop and to an external loop

snugly linking the toroid assembly, as shown in the circuit diagram in

Plate 28. Both switches are in an up or down position, so that when RI

is in the external loop, R2 is in the internal loop, and so that R1 and

R2 may be interchanged by throwing the switches. The resistance in the

external loop is called R.; that in the ioternal loop Re't

The procedure is to first reduce eo to zero by means of the

balancing circuit, with both loops open-circuited, and then to set the

swmitches such that, say, P~R1 and R•= R2 . RI is set at some value RA,

and R2 is adjusted to the value rfequ:.red for balance, RB. Because of the

unequal lead capacitances across the resistance boxes, a capacitive

balance is required. A fixed 500 mmnf. condenser C, is placed across R,

and a gtandard vriable air condenser with an 100 mmf.- 1100 mmf. range

is placed across R1 .

After balance is obtained, the error is taken aOhe deviation

of R, from Re in percent, i. e.,

~7to
After throwiing both switches, R., is set at RA and R1 is adjusted

to a new value re.-uired for balance, Rh. The error in this case is

S"t= R10 (43).

The diff-.-:rence between 6' and C " is a check on the measurements

and a check on the accuracy of the resistance boxes. The average of 6c' and f

is used, giving

As the resistance Re is decreased, the capacitance C1 assumes

values which differ more and more from C2 . If only shunt capacitance

were present, the capacitance balance woul•d be independent of Re
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Since the capacitance balance changes, it appears that series inductance

is present. TI one experiment, C1 was left at the value recquired for

balance nhen Re= 100000 ohms; in order to obtain balance at 100 ohms without

chaninging Cl, it was necessary to add an inductance 14 6f 12 microhenries

in series with R~. No explanation is forthcoming for this large value of

inductance required for balance, aince the largest part of the inductance

of each loop, that contributeC by the toroids, is only 0.30 microhenry.

In Plate 28, 6- is plotted as a function of Re . For values of

Re less than 3000 ohms, e is within 0.1 percent 'f . .ercent; above

3000 ohms, C incre ,ses rapidly to about 6 per cent at 110000 oh•s.

Suc.h erors a.r surpr:sing and ifficult to explain. It was pointed

out in the theory that if the toroids asre -r erfctl symnetrical, =R

since the mutual flux between a tcroid and either loop must be the same.

c constant error, independent of RP, could be attributed to as•oy jm-etry

of the toroids, since in this case, in general one loop would ,lin more

of the toroid flux than the other. The loop oL l ~r.r . •;. ter I ould usually

link more flux, and hence for balance the resistance in that loop would have

to be hi-her than tdiat in the other loop. In the experiment under dis-

cussion, this is the case, since the higher resistance is in the external

loop, hich is of greater diameter than the internal loop.

½o plausible explanation has been found for the large increase

in error shown in Plate 28, when Re exceeds 3000 ohms.

The failure to find explanations of some of the results obtained

with the Piccard-Frivold method indicates that the equivalent circuit in

Appendix A for this method is not complete. For one thing. it neglects

the mutual inductance between the two loops. If perfect symmetry were
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maintained, we would expect this mutual inductance to be zero, since the

mutual inductance between one-half of the figure-8 loop and the external

loop is of opposite sign to that between the other half and the external

loop. In general, however, these mutual inductances do not balance out, and

a complete equivalent circuit for the Piccard-Frivold method should include

this mutual inductance.

It may be that some of the unexplainable effects are due to some

unintended mutual impedance involving the driver, pickup, and loop circuits.

Every precaution was taken to avoid such impedances; the shields of the

driver and pickup circuits were separately grounded, the driver shield being

grounded directly to CA, to prevent flow of driver current in the chassis.

Unfortunately, time does not permit further work on the Piccard-

Frivold method, although a considerable amount remains to be done. The

direction that this work might follow is given in VII, "Suggestions for

Further Work".

If the error in Re is independent-of Re, it is tolerable, since

it can be corrected by means of a constant factor. We see in Plate 38 that

the Piccard-Frivold method using the circuits of this research is satis-

factory for measuring resistances below 10,000 ohms. Undoubtedly, it can

be improved.

VI CONCLUSIONS

i. An electrodeless direct-reading conductance meter has been developed,

in which the output voltage is directly proportional to conductance over

the conductance range from 10 micromhos to 10 mhos. The meter can be

calibrated to read conductance directly, and is accurate to , 2 percent.

The theory of this instrument has been developed, and the experimental

results agree with the theory, within experimental error.
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ii. An elbctrodeless direct-reading conductance meter has been developed,

in which the output voltage is directly proportional to electrolytic

conductivity over the range of conductivities from 50 micromho-cm.1 to

greater than 0.1 mho-cm. 1 . The meter can be calibrated to be direct-

reading in conductivity over this range, with an accuracy of ± 1 percent.

Lower conductivities may be measured if a calibration curve is used.

The heart of the device is an insulated assembly containing

two toroids, in the fdrm of a toroidal casing with an outside diameter

of 3.4 inches and an axial length of 1.87 inches. Provided the dimensions

of the non-conducting tank in which the measurements are made are greater

than three times the diameter 66 the toroid assembly, thg calibration

of the device is decreased by less than 3 percent by the finite extent

of the conducting medium, and the calibration is independent of the

posiiton in the tank within 2 percent provided the spacing between

the toroid a ssembly and the tank is not less than the axial thickness

of the assembly.

The theory of this instrument has 'been developed, and the

experimental results agree with the theory within experimental error,

over the conductivity range in which the output is a linear function

of conductivity. At lower conductivities the deviation from linearity

is attributed to electrostatic coupling between the toroids, through

the electrolyte, but no quantitative theoretical explanation of the ex-

perimental results at low conductivities hks been obtained.

iii. Using the null method proposed by Piccard and Frivold, resis-

tance was measured over a resistance range from 100 ohms to 100000

ohms, with an error which was constant within 0.1 percent of 2 percent
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up to 3000 ohms, and which increased rapidly to 6 percent at 100000 ohms.

Although the constant error may be explained by as/ymmetry of the toroids,

no explanation has been found for the error at low conductances.

iv. An equivalent circuit of the toroid assembly has been developed,

which explains its behavior adequately over a wide conductance range.

A coupling element in the equivalent circuit represents the resistance

of the path linking the toroids. This coupling element has been measured

by three different methods:

a. The output voltage of the toroid assembly was determined

under known conditions, and this in conjunction with the

equivalent circuit was used to determine the value of the

coupling element.

b. The resistance of the path was determined by inserting

electrodes therein.

c, The resistance of the path was calculated from a knowledge

of the high-frequency inductance of a conductor having the

same external dimensions as the toroid assembly, using a

formula developed in the theory, which gives the relationship

between high-frequen4y inductance and resistance. The effect

of an insulated container of finite dimensions on the path

resistance may be determined byineasuring the high-frequency

inductance in a conducting container of the same dimensions.

The values obtained for the coupling element by these three

methods are in close agreement.

v. the converse of iv(c) is useful; the high-frequency inductance of a

conducto3pay be determined from measurements of the resistance of the

conducting path linking an insulated model of the same dimensions.
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vi. A new type of amplitude-stabilized vacuum-tube oscillator has been

developed, in which the amplitude of oscillation is independent of wide

changes in the plate supply voltage, heater voltage, parameters of the

oscillator tube, and tank circuit impedance.

vii. The conditions h:ve been determined for which the magnitude of the

juput voltage of a bridge-type R-C phase-shifting netw&rk is independent

of the phase shift, when the source resistance is non-vanishing and the

terminal resistance is finite.

viii. A method has been devised for the accurate determination of the

high-frequency inductance of closed conductors of extremely low inductance.

ix. The methods described in this report, with modifications or improve-

ments, may be used for the direct-reading or null measurement of electrolytic

conductivity, conductivity of molten metals, resistance, capacitance,

or inductance.

VII SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

i. The methods described in this report may be adapted to the electrodeless

measurement of the cogductivity of molten metals, by modifying the design.

Because of the high temperatures at which such measurements

would be mnade, magnetic materials must be eliminated and air-core toroids

used. The toroid windings should be wound of some metal which does not

oxidize readily, and the toroid casing should be made of a refractory

material.

To maintain linearity in the measurement of such high conductivities

as those of metals, some or all of- the following changes should be made

(see q())

a. Greatly reduce the cross-section area of the central hole
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in the toroid assembly.

b. Greatly reduce the inductances of the driver and pickup

toroids.

c. Reduce the frequency of opelation.

A direct-reading, electrodeless, compact instrument for

measuring the conductivity of moltenomiietals should be of great use in

metallurgical research and production, and the possibility. of using

this method for that purpose should be investigated. Perhaps the

electrodeless method will ultimately be more useful in metallurgy

thC'n in the measurement of electrolytic conductivity.

ii. The direct-reading electrodeless conductivity-measuring method

should be further investigated, aiming toward electrical and mechanical

improvement of the toroid assembly, as well as improvement and simiplifi-

cation of the electronic circuits. Improvement of the toroid assembly

might include better shielding of the toroids, improvement of their

symmetry, increasing the spacing between them, and placing a magnetic

shield, such as a permalloy ring, between them. The cause of the decrease

in the ratio.!Re/p at low conductivities (see Plate 26) should be

investigated.

iii. . Atoroid assembly should be designed specifically for the Piccard-

Frivold method. Use of high-permeability cores in this design should

result in a considerable improvement in the form of greater equality

between Re ' and R, at balance, since a larger proportion of the flux

of each toroid will be confined to its core, improving the symmetry.

The Piccard-Frivold method should be examined theoretically,

to develop a complete and accurate equivalent circuit. An exhaustive

experimental study should also be carried out, with the object of ex-

plaining and rectifying the unsatisfactory behavior observed in Plate28.
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iv. Other null methods should be investigated theoretically and

experimentally, including that which was incorporated in the circuits

developed for this research, but which was not used.

Another null method worthy of investigation, somewhat similar

in basic principle to the Piccard-Frivold null method, involves the

use of a bridging resistor connected from a voltage-divider across

the driver toroid,to the ungrounded end of the pickup coil, which

is untuned. The bridging resistance should be large compared with the

reactance of the pickup coil, in order to get a 900 phase shift.

Polarity of the pickup coil should be such that the voltage applied to

it by the bridging resistor is opposite in phase to that due to the cir-

culating currents linking the toroid assembly. Balance may be obtained

by adjusting either the bridging resistor or the voltage divider.

v. The effect of a conducting tank on the calibration of the

electrodeless conductivity meter should be studied.
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APPENDIX A

-I
P0

Fig. 1A

The equivalent circuit of the toroid assembly with tuned pickup

(shown in Fig. 1A, which is the same as Plate 3(a)) is exact except for the

omission of leakage inductance in series with hl2Re and capacitance in

parallel with 1h2Re. These will be discussed later. This circuit was

evolved by using the conventional equivalent T representation of a trans-

former. In Fig. lA, if q)>>/ ard @2 p /

(where dand =- Cp ), we can draw a simplifj
equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. A.
equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2A.

,*,f Zl q

ied

C

If

Fig. 2A

In Fig. 2A, if the pickup circuit is tuned to the frequency of ed,

W,,1b.__ nzz (1A).

where pu- p
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nn,

% ? e , q0 wL7zzew ze4 ~,cL i

CP /6',- ', 1k~ 3

~7/ ~/ft 7J - /
, ,-~

TMen t'en 7) /oO-Z,

er -

with an error of less than I percent. If Re.t22 = 0,

If thj driver circulit is tuned to the same frequency as ed,

input impedance is

;where 4

Then

b'w cc/ ,?/
Qjw4 -%$& -J d6,pQ~L f-,·i'~

(9A) shows how: the input im edance is affected ;,nhen the toroid

assembly is immersed in a conducting medium. If n,Z•A/7))Qw• f n,- iv CD hz--

Then

Then

(24A)

(3A).

( 4:) •

(5A)

(6A)

the

(7k)

(8A).

(9.).

"MI I ,

- u0, -



as, Is usu~:lly th~ case,

while if h, C 0

-- y, _ n g(7, 1

I.f the gn·• rator - s'ling' 1  eha- zeror inLrtrnal impedanc e (a con-

.. it.i. n that L striv•d or), the out-ut im.cdance is given by

(12A).

~. ~irect-reau -TUnted ?icku To.roio.

In l:. cOse her. the pickup circuit is unitaned the equations will be

deter:ined in a more ri gorous manner becaus~e tL:. unie., ,rrangement is

used in the direct-reading method and grea er accuracy in th: determination

of eo is reouired. The c lvalent ciri or this c-se is shown in Fig!. 3A.

Fig. 3A

7riting the loop ecuations,

S (13• A)

A'cl 7, ( l"Z

- U04 -

0" - --------- --p·, · I I

I

co
10ep

°



q1

(15A)

From thes)e e get, by i.olving for ep,

This may be re;Jrii tteLn as

I7 f/7

If ane /z z a

e ) 707,

viLth less than 1 percent error.

The input imesdance variation is given by

62dCLd 4 br,7i)ee - j'#I•

If the generator has zero internal impedance:, the otutput imoedance i

given by
__•__'= • •(•,)

rt/7a e kj WAp



oj- resonance -vdth

Ifect, the resist

order ef'L ---c, .-orov

7hen the pickup circuit is untuned, there may be some distributed

capacinitnc an circuit capacitance across it (due, for emple, to capaci-

tance to shield or cable c;:,pacitance). In addition, there may be a

resistj.ve loa. Th'-se circuit elements u:il cause the picXup voltoge to

ffr rom thvlu ven by (17, (18), (1 or (20o). Usingn the

circuit of Fig. 4A, ;e will evaluate tme L'J voltage ep' in terms of ep.

Fig. 4A.

In Fig. 4A, Lp is the lo'-frequency inductance of the pickup toroid, i.e.

it is the inTductance of a freouencvy lowcs,.... than and romote from th~ frouioncy

of resonance w'ith the cao.aDcitance C-, ,thich represents the total incidentzýl

caoascit~nce. Since th corrction now to be evalmate•d is a second-or(der

effect, the resistance P of is ignored since it has a third-

order effect, provided 0i6

f,_ / I

jw C,6

I

---- ·---·----- ---- · --- i----s~--n*-· .:-- ~I -;~a~- A~IIII ~II~

rP"nen t'ne ~icku~ c~r·c·islit is unt~ized, znere may Pc? SO;:ie dis·tri~ute~

c~~-jseltc~.ce tin;! circuit cl-c~ecitance across it (due, loI· ex~n;sle, to CG~cnCi-

t~ncF3 ~o s~ield or cabie c~il3~acitance), In ac-!dition, t~er~t Inay be a

r::sisti.vt~ lo~-~d, ~i~h~s~ circuit lene~lt~ :li23. cause th·3- ~icku~ voi-;:;~~ co

;3~" ff~:r "1'31T1 t:l~ V~1!.19 l1:LTJ~n b-ii. C'sln, the

Cil'CLlit 01 ~ib' ~-0--I ;;;iFI: Will · SfJ~Li~~t~~ 1~_~ 11~:7 voit~~e ei~t I1-1 i~·~rms o~ ~i~i~.

Id nr a c O: dStiu e
losi de o·exJ~,t GZi

/na-!ion t•r~ Inay be ,j
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~1

Cp is actuarlly not knomwn directly; its effect is to incr.ase the

a-,) arent jic kup tboroiK inductance a.s measured in Lhe oresence of CO at

the operating frecuency -P- ~" . In fmeasuring the inluctance at the
Zrr

operating frequency by a resonant metho, a. certain additional capacitance

Cx is required to cause resonance. Then

Cp 25k),

or
/ ,• 'C (26A).

wL,

But - , where L is the apparent inductance at the
CIO

o aerating frequency.

"Lnce ( - L -" b- J

Therefore, ,

Therefore, to get the true output voltage, (17A) and (131) must be

corrected by applying (28A). There only the absolute agnitude of the

correction is reouired,

(29A) must be applied to (19A) and (20A). In the case of (20A) which w'il

be eost co:mioniy used, the corrected voltage is then

/3 (3o0).
ed jn,·Rk 7j: WLrp

4ip-I
v



3. Pic card-Trivold 1ull Idet hod.

In the Piccard-Frivold null method, an additional loop in introduced

into thB ecuivalent circuit, representing the nulling loop. This loop is

in opposite sense eo the oath in the conducting medium, with respect to one

toroid; hence it is represented by an ideal transformer of -1 ratio in

cacaade w~ith the balancing resistance Re'. The equivalent circuit is shovan

in 'ig. 5A. ,ote th5 t the ickup circ t, is tuned for added sensitivity.7, e z

Fig. 5A

If a voltage !Wis applied, at balance the point Q is at zero

aotential. Then the balance condition is

= '  (3A)

and they may be considered to be in parallel as far as the driver toroid is

concerned. rThe imrnoedance of the input end at the resonant frequency of the

driver circuit is then

0Zd r ZPo (32A)

at balance.

By similar reasoning, the impedance looking into the pickup end is

- 7Lcw (33A).

m
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/; 4, p Z

Trhence

Then

ed

Zn, he .1

7/li'e

(36A) .

Thus, the sensitivity at balance to a given percentage change in Re is

inversely pro portional to Re.

4. Dilacement Currents.

The resistance bet:een the opposite faces of a centimeter cube is

R = . 04,, s (371)
wherep is in ohm-a-cm. The capacitance between these same ends is

C-- 8. qz e " e o-''k •D 4 • (33A)

where k is the dielectric constant. The impedance bet-ween the two faces

of the cube is

or _• = R/-? '•

Substituting for R and C the values given by (37A) and (38A), ve get

(41A)

(42A.) .

'-- I2 -

(34A) ),

(352A) .

(39A)

-~ ---- I~

sensitivit y at balance is given by

, we find, using (5A), that theIf pa 4 ) Qp W[F

7-7 /,44 Re

w0 -

'0 WtA~p

~-Z/ =z [,--•.oo¢ - •
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This is true of any medium in which the displacement current flow lines

are everywhere parallel to the conduction current flow lines. If

1? (43A)

If the error in determining P. is to be less than 1 percent,

8. k4Xo.1 < o.o?

In the Piccard-Frivold null method, the effect of displacement

currents is to introduce a capacitive balance. The displacement currents

introduce shunt capacitance across Re and Ret'. If wve call this capacitance

Ceand Ce', the capacitive balance condition is Ce = Ce'-

5. Leage Inductance.

As pointed out in the theory, leakage inductance is -oresent only in

the loo9 containing Re. It is important only if of sufficient magnitude

to alter the current flowing in this loop, and it is usually of much smaller

magnitude.

In the direct-reading me thod with a tuned pickup toroid, the effect

of the leakage inductance le is to modify (A) to

and is less than 1 percent if coe <0.f 0.1 e.

In the direct-re ading method iwith- untund pickup toroid, the effect

of leakage inductance is to modify (19A) to

L. =l
AOD~ e is the ratio of thie total inductance in the Iooo

contninng Re, to the m:utua inductance betw-een that loop and the oickuo

toroid.



In t~ ?iccard-Fr-ivoL3. null mne bhod, tLhe leakage indcuct;~mne mn~oses

anoter blanc contion, na..m3y n inuuic-;lve balaxrne Le =Le ~
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APPENDIX B

1. The Inductance Anal gy.

If wxe have an inductor consisting of a single conductor, its inductance

is given by L- (1B)

where is the total magnetic flux set uo by the current I. The magneto-

motive force due to the current I around a path enclosing it is

w,,qcdc 4f A/0-(2B)

where H is the field due to the current I and d•is an element of the path.

Hence, cer (3B).

The ratio of ',¶TF in a magnetic circuit, to the total magnetic flux,

is called the magnetic reluctance, .

Hence (4) --

The reluctance of a cylindrical element in a medium of magnetic

permeability A is given by

(513)

where dC is the length of the element and A is its cross-sectional area.

The resistance of the same element is

here p is the resistivity of the medium. Eliminating __3_ betw'een

(51) and (671), e get I0(7B).

Hence, if any three of the cuantities in (7B) are known, the fourth

may be determined. This relationship applies, furthermore, to any volume

in which the boundary conditions for the magnetic field are the same as

those for the electric field. It still further applies to two identical

volumes such that if the boundary conditions for the magnetic field in one

- 7_ -
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are identical with those for the electric field in the others a knojwledge

of,/ and 9 in the former determines the relationshi-p betieen (and j

in the latter, or vice versa.

Since the inductance of the conductor linking a magnetic path is

related to the reluctance of the path by (4B), the resistance of the path

may be determined if the boundary conditions on the electric field corres-

pond to those on the magnetic field. The relationship between resistance

and inductance may be determined by eliminating between (43) and (73),

giving (S).

In particular, if the medium for which . is determined has a permeability

of 1, 7 47T7 (93).

The validity of (8B) ,ill be checked dimbsionally. 7riting the

dimensional ecuation of (8B), we get

<r -7C' - 7

(8B) is in emu. Converting to practical units, we get

577,r (103)

where H is in ohms,,o is in ohm-cm, and Z is in henrys, (93) becomes

We - p (11B)

In !oractice, to determine the value of Re for the conducting path

linking the toroid casing, it is necessary to measure the inductance of a

conductor of the same dimensions as the casing. Te are interested in that

- i -
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inductance which obtains Twhen the current flow in the conductor is about

the axis of the casing. Since we are dealing with a conducting path in

which no current penetrates the casing, it is necessary to measure the high-

frecuency, or external, inductance of the conductor. If this inductance and

the permeability of the medium in -which it is measured are known, the ratio

of / may be obtained from (12B).

2. Evaluation of Capacitance Errors in ,easuriag the Inductance of the
Inductance •naloq-e.

In measuring the inductance of the toroidal conductor of the same

dimenesions as the toroid casing to determine the ratio / by the

method of the inductance analogy, the conductor was cut along a plane passing

through the toroid axis, and a thin sheet of polystyrene was olaced between

the two halves. Thus a loop was formed consisting of two ecual inductances

in series with two approximately equal capacitances, CA and CB (we say

app)roxiimately ecual because of the varying thickness of the dielectric material

and the varying air gap between the material and the conductor). The resonant

frequency of this circuit was measured by a resonance method. The capaci-

tance between the two halves was measured at low frequency, giving the value

Cp of C; and CB in parallel, from which the value CS of CA and CB in series

was determined. The inductance 1 could then be calculated from a knovledge

of the resonant frequency and Ca.

If 6 = C6 = C, C =  C (133),

while C / (1/+B).

Thus, I = C(15B).

If Co P (163)

and (173)
C8~C



or- (188).

Thus we see that when C , CS cannot be determined from

knowledge of Cp alone, since it depends also on the values of CA and CB*

Since CA and CB cannot be measured separately, it must be assuied that they

are equal, and it is necessary to determine the error arisi. from this

assumption.

The assumed value of each condenser must be

C' -6, _ Cq + 6e (19T).

The assumed series capacitance is then

This is the capacitance calculated from the measured value of Cp;

we wish to compare it with the true capacitance

C .i- C9_- ('7B)

Let = and C= hC . Then

and ( = n (22B)

The percent error arising from the use of CS rather than C- is

/00 ((r ) (233)

or /rr0 /0 -- l (24B).

I hhi

In the follouving table, the error is given as a function of n.

~__ _ 1 ___
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Percent Error

0

0.01

0.04

0.24

0.91

3.33

16.66

Thus we see that the error in assuming CA = CB is less than one

percent provided

n

1.00

1.01

1.02

1.05

1.10

1.20

1.50

II

-CI ( .
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APPENDIX C

1. Toroid Desiqgn.

If we have a toroid of rectangular cross-section, Jiith outer diameter

d2 , inner diameter dl, and axial height h, it can be easily show.n that the
d2, inner ~i~ireter dl, end axisl height h, it can be easily sh~~n that t-e

inductance of a uniform winding on this toroid is

-9 /o dn (1 C )

where /,- is the permeability of the core, n is the number of turns on

the winding, and dimensions are in inches.

It can also be shown that the d-c resistance of the winding is aproxi-

mnat-ly 4'C z A/4 -d -aA4f (

.herel is ths resist ivity of the wvire used and t is the imean thcikness of

the winding. (2C) is derived from o , where Z is the total

length of wire and A is the cross-sectional area of the wire. In (2C),

4 4-dz-- o,_ -4 4t is the mean turn length, I r and n r-~ f4, -•

in (20C) is the cross-sectional area of the xvinding. 7 d in

(2C) is the cross-sectional area of the wire, and is obtained from ,')

by dividing by n, multiplying by to account for the space lost by using

round wire, and multiplying by an additional space factor of 1/2 to include

correction for the area taken up by the Formex insulation and for the area

wasted in not having a layer winding.

The a-c resistance of a winding on an iron-core toroid of induct:&nce L,
30

due to core losses, is given by

19 L (Z(30),

d2, inner ~i~ireter dl, end axisl height h, it can be easily sh~~n that t-e

2C7

inc;uctance of a imifo~a ~i~intiing on this toroid is

-9 nZ~7 dz

L= /1~:7G/X/O /CA d/ /7J2·*Iy (1C)

~izere /tr is tbs ~ermeability ol th~ cors, n is the n~nb~r i3f t-~i-ns on

the ~~naLng, and di;nenslons are in inches.

Z"; ccn also be sho~n tllai; the d-e r·esjs·i;~i.nc~ ol- tbs r~-in:-~.lir,~ it ~~~ro~i_-

a~·t-~ly r,·~Czx~ d. ' -f~qt;7

7~DC3 P,) -~~ rs (~C)
71 'Z ,f f-

8 ~Z~·

i·.~c;r~~iil ti~a reistivitlir or th9 -~irn used and t is Giie n-uil 'i·'ilLc~c~ess or"

L'·:~.9 ~7inding . is derived fron ~T7= p
A ' ii"re & is thr~ totai

LenZWI or r~iire E~nd B is the cross-sectl~nai ~i-ea of the ~iire. In (2C),

2~-td,- d,-, ~t is the mean turn length, ~7 and n ~ = 2- , n fdr -fr zf

in
in (2C) is t~~ cross-sactiunal area of thf win~ing.24/ t f

h

n~ -t )4

C) is tl~e cross-section~il area of tho ~-ire, an~~f. is obtained fron

lay iiividing 'o;r n, ~u~tiplying by ~ to zccourC rol· the stlace lost by using

r3Un~L ~i'ire, and riiultinlying b;TT an ad~iitional space nscetor of 1/2 to include

correction for the area tcken u~ by the ~ornsx insulation ~nd ~or c~rie area

viastsd in no·t havincj a layer T~indine,

·T~le a-e resist~Lnce of a ~-inding on an Iron-core toroid. of inc.i.uclri.elce L,

30

due Lo core losses, is given by

~R~c 3~CI (3c),



where f is the frequency in cycles per second, ,,, is the peak flux density
in the core in gauss, and a, c, and e are empirically determined constants

depending on the core material.

3n, is given by

J,* (C. 035,) (4C),
O, -ICZ.

vwhere I is the rms current in the core in amperes, W., is in gauss, and dl

and d2 are in inches. This is the mean value ofT and is the value at a

radius ecual to

--Then 2 -- L + (c*4/f (5c).

Since 2 C Z -z e (6C),

the voltage developed across the coil,

LF { " / (7C).

The total resistance -rfof the coil is

?f= ~9 c -R oc (8C),

hence o (ori4 C (cI ef) p (90),

where 9 (o.o r) (10C)

Now -(•2 •r)

v-here P is the -parallel resonant resistance of a tuned circuit consisting of

the winding and a lossless condenser at frequency f.

- '7 -
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Eliminating ~- between (9C) and (12C), we get

47• -1 / n a,4,--L (cý .ZP (Z C)

If we write
k2  I (LC),

/. 70 X(o 6f

(10) becomes L- /7 (15C).
KZ

Substituting this for 1 in (12C),

/ ,7 3 k 4  fj -

S(e,/ . C iJ P (16C).

Suppose we wish to design a toroid to have a given parallel resonant

resistanceR at a frequency f. We start with a specific core, selected from

other considerations, which determines K , c, e and A. A knowledge of the

dimensions of the winding space (also chosen from other coasiderations) and

of the resistivity of the wire determines T. e is chosen at some desired

value, for example from a consideration of allowable power dissipation in

Wthe winding. 27 and f are given. Then (16C) is a cubic ecuation in n, all

the coefficients being known. To solve for n, plot the right-hand and left-

hand members on the same sheet of coordinate paper. The intersection of the

two curves determines the only physically significant value of n.

The data on '77 , no. 475866 cores, hich are -ued. in the toroid

assembly, is as follows:

Ac4 = 125

d2  = 3.060 inches

dl = 1.938 inches

h - 0.500 inches

K = 2.62 X 103

a - 1.6 X 10-6

c - 30 X 10-
6

e - 19 X 10-9

- 79 -
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In addition, the following design parameters were chosen:

Winding thickness t 0.1 inch

Voltage across coile= 30 volts rms

Sf = 10,000 cps

Parallel resonant impedance,-= 106 ohms

Substituting all this data in (13C) and associated ma htih, and

solving for n as outlined, we get: n = 737 turns.

This is the value calculated for the driver toroid: for the pickup toroid,

e = 0 and the calculated value of n is: n = 722 turns.

The available winding area is given by

W 9. = r(d- )
(17C)

With the above dimensions, W.A. = 0.298 sq. ins., requiring about 2470 turns

per sq. in. No. 25 B and S ga. heavy Formex insulated wire, which gives a

winding of 2520 turns per sq. in., is used.
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APPENDIX D

Fig. 1D

In the bridge-type R-C phase shifter in Fig. 1D, in which the

bridge is supplied from a generator of int::rnal emf ei and source imped-

ance pR1, and develops a voltage a across the load mR1 , w;e wiish to find

the conditions under Thich/e/is independent of the phase shift, as well

as the value of /and the expression for the phase shift, when these

conditions are fulfilled. Writing the loop equations,

t;4i -(.. /?g~j(f7 7)# /V C (ID)

(2D)

(3D).
Then / -

6'3 /-

where m, n, n' and p are all real's

Expanding the determinants,

o

C(:

//
(5D),

(5D).
(3~ "eIJ"~h

(z.)--( St1•s)7(zi)(/)- id 4 #
*47- "' <,-Z, p H/ .c)l I,,)
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T his expression simplifies to

e; (nt-j. 0
13---- (6D).

If we set / 42-t L = ,/0

/5:: (7D)

and (6D) reduces to

or

(9D).

Then

2L? /J */ •& -17 (10D).

Hence, if (7D) is fulfilled, the ratio/ M is independent of

n' and the phase shift depends only .on the ratio n/n'. It is unfortunate

that the results apply only to variation in n', the impedance level of

the capacitive arm, rather than to n, the impedance level of the resis-

tive arm.

If m, n, n' and p are all multiplied by the same factor q,

(10D) is altered to

I p~ q-jz i e .l-l (11D).

In particular, if q=j, i. e. if all the resistive arms are made
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capacitive and the capacitive branch is made resistive,

where n' is now the impedance level of the resistive branch.The ratio

/i / is now independent of the impedance level of the resistive

branch.

Using (7D), p may be eliminated from (10D), giving

r4 1 -A,, -17 rlfo7 ) Z (13D).

Referring to (7D), let us decrease p to zero, at the same time

increasing 1+2m-n2  to maini:-tasin 2n constant. When 1+2m-n2 becomes

very large, ZrN/'/Im--7- , and (7D) becomes

p ,_ (14D).

In the lih:it, when p becomes zero, a must simultaneously become infinite

if n is to maintained constant. Then (10D) reduces to

(15D).

This is thi special and commonly used case where the source has zero

internal resistance and the load resistance is infinite. In this case,

is independent of both n and n'.

Another special case occurs .Viien p is increased indefinitely

in (7D) and 142m-n 2 is decreased to maintain 2n2 constant. In the limit,

when p -: ,o

7.x (16D),
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Vith this condition, (10D) reduces to

This is the case where the bridge is fed from constant-current source,

such as a pentode vacuum tube.

A third special case occurs whren n= 1 and m=l. Then (7D)

reduces to

p=l (18D)

and (10D) reduces to

8 (19D).

Note that in general, if p is to be positive,

.-_- 2 n t 7 (20D).
The smallest value of n for which m may be made ..:infinitely small without

requiring a negative value of p is n-l. For large values of n, the minimum

value of m for p to be positive is

Z (21D)
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PLATE 3
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